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BURRILL NATIONAL BANK

Banking Methods of To day

based upon the
principles reorganized and applied in the operation
of the Federal Reserve
System. You
are

it

owe

to

yourself

to transact

banking business with
is
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your

bank which
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band
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ending
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on

hand:

Dodge Roadster

Watch our ‘ad’ every week for
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Daniel
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Oanlen o' Allah Coffee, lb
La Tour bio Coffee, lb
Suiiorba ( Tffee, lb
*iol.lon h’."i Coffee, 11)
Climax Coffee, lb
Salads Tea, red label, lb
L:
C Tea. ml label, lb
Sio
.,a
lb pker
Mulish Breakfast Tea,
Stija-i ■■ Orange Pekoe Tea, red label, '*11) pkg
white label, 141b pkg
b.
i' mosa Oolong Tea, blue label, J4lb pkg
b
Orange Pekoe Tea, lb pkg

Stock-

Cl

i

ilia

on,

!b

pkg

i

vacation.

Julia Tracy of South Portland has
visiting her sister, Mrs. Rose Young,
A. Moore

School street grammar

in

school next Fri-

day.
Albert A. Joy returned to his home in

Presque
visit

Isle

Tuesday,

after

few

a

days’

with his parents, Austin H. Joy and

wife.

M. A. Hodgkins was the guest of
Charles P. DeJLaittre and wife at Bar HarMiss

bor and

Salisbury

Cove several

days

last

week.

Misses
Miss

3

Cove

Reynolds and Marion
Detroit, Me., are guests of
Marion Wyman at her Contention
the scarcity of sugar, the
society of the
Methodist

church will not

Saturday.
Lejok lodge,

Bring

Me

degree

have

a

cooked

a**e8 *rom
to $30, according to the cause, and the trouble
will
u take
to adjust your eyes to comfortable glasses.

Si?

food sale

it

J. M. Parker and wife

summers

A.

119

P'ir

Marine

and in

K.

Oo.

HAHTFOBD, CONN.

SON

Established 1807—

of the

leading companies

NURSE
Elizabeth Goofing
94

FRANKLIN ST..
Telephone

ELLSWORTH
HO-J

automobile,
driving of an
lhursday
night Chapman borrowed his employers car
for a joy ride, taking another colored
man with him.
Returning from Bar Harbor they collided with a car owned by
M. A. Gott and driven by Ernest Guthrie. Both cars were badly damaged, and
Mr. Guthrie and Chapman’s companion

badly
fearing the consequences,
Friday, but was arrested
cut and

were

bruised.

Chapman,

boarded

train

a

Lewiston.

at

BASK BALL.

FATAL

AUTO

ACCIDENT.

had started for

men

Bangor in

his

Camp Devena,
Saturday.

Tripp

out.

received

he died fifteen
Woodward
not

injuries

minutes later.

escaped

the

last of

the

a

strength
the

most

arrived

home

H.

needed,

strongest teams met this season, Ellsbaseball team went down to defeat

tine.

worth

week.

Jordan,

the

regular

pitcher, who twirled the team through a
string of ten successive wins, is still far
from lit on account of an injured shoulder.
Then the team was congratulating itself

securing

White

strong

for

the

went

in to

Easterns

of

remainder

pitch

of

the

last

Wednesday afternoon. The first few innings of the game showed what he might
Then the game

broke.

Ells-

worth

piled up errors on errors, and the
spectators said White had gone to pieces,
and with good reason, because of lack of
support. A fact not known until later
is that White was struck in the groin by
a

batted

ball

in the third

In

inning,

of this he

Saturday, Aug. 30, 2.30 p. m., at Wyman
park—Baseball; Ellsworth vs. Orioles
Friday evening, Sept. 5, at Hancock
by Capt. Richard P. Hobson
on national prohibition.

Bangor

score-keeper

thirty hits,

credits

and

lets

structive talk

on

j

2UAttttiscmtmiL

Just Received

Sept. 10,11—Eden fair.
Sept. 16—Pamola grange fair, Hancock.
Sept. 17 and 18— North Ellsworth fair.
Sept. 24— Narramissic grange fair, Orland.

Sept. 24—Mariaville
1—Greenwood

grange fair at

FAMILY

fair,

grang

Oct. 8—Schoodic grange

the

the Southern

mountain-

a

Rogers returned to his work

That Strict Confidence.
who
were
(and
We
listening
wouldn’t?) to two women talking at
each other on a Fifth avenue bus in
the more or less busy city of Gotham,
and in so doing we heard one of the
master paradoxes. One woman said to
the other:
“Why, she told me ill
strictest confidence only the other
day—”—Newr York Sun.

FAIR DATE8.

MaEast-

fair, Franklin.

REUNIONS.

—

Ells-

Edison Amberola Records
Old model

cylinder record?

August

fourteen safe

Following

hits.

is the

Easterns

by innings:

score

Cosy Little Home,
Leola Lucy and Chas. Hart
Don’t Cry Frenchv. Don’t Cry,
Geo. Ballard
Don’t Forget the Salvation Army,

Arthur Fields and male chorus
a Key to My Cellar,
A1 Bernard
Arthur Fields
Breaking Baby Doll,
Frenchy, Come to Yankeeland.
^
Billy Murray and male chorus
I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles,
t
Helen Clark and Geo. Ballard
Tears, Fox-trot, Tuxedo Dance,
Orchestra
Turkestan,
Premier Quartet
You’reBtill an Old Sweetheart of Mine.

Everybody Wants
Heart

Metropolitan Quartet

E. F. ROBINSON

Salisbury’s grove, Otis.
Jellison family at home of
Sept. 6
Martin Saulsbury, Ellsworth Falls.
Sept. 6—Tracy family at Gouldsboro
Point.

REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST

COUNTY.

GAUTHIER & YOUNG

Saturday Ellsworth met another Btrong
team from Bangor,the Great Northern Paper Co. The game opened with L. Jordan, Ells worth's regular first-basemen, in
the box.
He remained until the sixth

10044100

coach and available

as

season.

This

ELECTRICIAN
House Wiring a Specialty
Estimates Gladly Given
Call and see the new Madra
Day Eight, Blue Light
and Natural Light

Vacuum Cleaners for sale

Tel. 206-2

FARM LIGHTING
HOUSE PLANTS

MAINE

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Tailor,

ing, also Dressmaking
Pressing, Cleansing and
pairing

Re-

of all kinds

Remodeling

and

Dyeing

Also Fur Work
Special Rate for caring for Men’s Clothing
by Month. One suit dry cleansed and pressed
weekly, *3 a month. Clothing called for and
delivered.

Corner Main

and Hancock Streets,
ELLSWORTH

and rented

IRONS

and Edison Machines
and Records

ELLSWORTH,

J. F. Studer

re-

afternoon at
5.30 Ellsworth will play Castine at Wyand
on
man park,
Saturday will meet the
mainder of the

TOASTERS

0—10

“Cy” Young
pitcher for the

Ellsworth has secured

Victor

—

03042353 0—20
10100400 0— 6

Specials

Call of the

—

detailed description of
Berry school near Rome, Orioles of Orono.
Oa., for the benefit of which the audience
No. 2 Brownie Films Developed and
Demonstration at Bluehill Fair.
28c contributed nearly flO.
Printed,
L. E. Treadwell of Ellsworth, agent for the
No. 2 A Brownie and all other 6 ex.
The Ellsworth high school alumni asso- International Harvester
Co. of America, will
Films De?eloped and Printed,
40c
ciation held a pleasant reunion at the cot- demonstrate at the Bluehill fair the No. 8 low
24 hour service,
Cash with Order
tage of Miss Annie R. Stock bridge on the Corn King dressing spreader, and the PrimAt the business rose cream separator, the best on the market.
Surry road Monday.
STANWOOD’S PHOTO CO.
Maine meeting, officers were elected as follows: —Advt.
Harrington,
She gave
the work of the

FILMS

j

Mr.

Kittery Monday.

Sept. 2, 3, 4—Bluehill fair.

riavule.

spending

been

past week at the Gray camp at Beech

hall-Lecture

Clark
Aug. 28
family at Jacob
Springer homestead, North Franklin.
30
Morrison
worth off with seven errors. As a matter
Aug.
family at home of
of fact, Ellsworth admits some twenty Alexander Morrison, Otis.
3
and
Sept.
Salisbury family at Roland
fielding errors,
says the Easterns had
lhe

Easterns with

j

Smith’s.

against the

South Brewer

at

of Orono.

Salie-

Wesley Rogers and wife, who have been
spending their vacation with relatives
here, left Friday for Dexter. Mrs. Rogers
will spend this week with her parents at

widow’ and three children.

Friday, Aug. 29, at Hancock hall— DeRue’s minstrels. Tickets on sale at R. H.

Eugenia

Bill lake.

and

bruises,

Wednesday, Aug. 27, 5.30 p. m., at Wypark—Baseball; Ellsworth vs. Cas- 1

man

Ellsworth

1.

eers.

the

COMING EVENTS.

in games with

was

in

E. Flood and wife of Brewer and

Dexter.

Ellsworth Lost Both Gaines Played
Last Week.
Weak in the pitching staff just when

discharge promptly Ellsworth
and

Baptist ichurch Sunday evening
Mrs. Charles P. DeLaittre of Aitkin,
Minn., gave a most interesting and in-

The Best on the Market

Percy

Miss Ethel Crocker have

enough to confine them to bed.
Tripp was about thirty-five years of age.

He leaves

men

weeks.

severe

brook.

At the

of this and foreign countries

MissesAddie Carlisle and

thrown

Emery

of

oury have returned home from Northeast
Harbor, where they have been seveiul

from w’hich

with cuts and

the church

charge of Leon H. Bjown.

Fogg’s dooryard.
were

Sunday school picnic is belanding at

Repairs were begun upon
Monday morning by a crew

Mr.

Sept. 8 and 9—Annual meeting Hancock
Dodge, a native of EllsUnited Baptist association at South Peworth, died August 14 at his home in
nobscot.
Methuen, Mass., aged seventy-seven. Mr.
Dodge was a son of the late Addison inning, when the Papermakers found him
STATE.
and the family was prominent for five runs. “Cuff” Jordan finished the
I Dodge,
Aug. 26 to 29—Bangor fair.
score
The
by innings:
j here years ago. He leaves one sister, game.
Mrs. Willian P. V a ugh n. of Providence, G. N. P. C.
1 0 3 0 2 5 0 0 4^-15
FANS
K.

'The annual

ng held to-day at Maddocks
he foot of Green lake.

culvert. One wheel was wrenched from
the car, but it continued running some
distance further, Anally turning over in

occupants of the car

for

Penob-

scot.

a

All the

visiting

weeks with relatives at North

;wo

Emery’s Cadillac car, and were driving
At Fogg’s flats, near Hull’s
rapidly.
Cove, the car went into a ditch and struck

Willard

FALLS.

ELLSWORTH

w’hen tbeir ear turned turtle near Hull’s
Cove about 3 o’clock this morning.
The

144

Erdman J. Lowell has been

Blithen Tripp Killed at Hall’s Cove
Early tills Morning.
Blit ben Tripp of Bar Harbor was killed
and Joseph Emery of Bar Harbor and Joseph Woodward of Bangor were injured

—

at

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
gome

sentence for reckless

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Telephones:) g£fdVnte

ruptured.
spite
hung doggedly to the box, as he should not have
pitched through six gruelling
Stockton, innings.

guests of Mrs. Walter R.

J. Duaieavy,

William H.

C. C. BURRILL &
presenting

and

| nesday, received

nauranco

ninety days’

CO.

TAPLEY,

TAPLEY BUILDING,

Oct.

Ellsworth boys to arrive from overseas
service, reached New York last Wed-

Represer

OF

of

W.

General Insurance and Real Estate

and

Auburn, Miss Sarah ParDerothyBrown o!Pawtucket,
Miss Agnes Carter of Bangor,

w'eea-end

Frank

nd Automobile Insurance

THo Equitable F’lre» and Marine

regular meet-

Parker.

Pennsylvania

Sunday by appointment

fS/IAirsi STREET

ei

I.,

were

THOMPSON

under

have done.
resume

full at-

Thomas Parker of

and

J.

F., will
September. A
O.

ker and Miss

°f exclu8ive op$0al experience.
In Maine
*?n2s^#BuHome
office days: Saturdays, Mondays, Tuesdays.

George Chapman, colored chauffeur for
a summer resident of Northeast
Harbor,
was committed to the
county jail from
the Bar Harbor municipal court Saturday

done, and

Registered Kye .Specialist.
]^'r1a<luate Optometrist
#5 Oak
St..^Ellsworth, Me.

n-

I. O.
in

ing Friday evening.
This afternoon at 5.30 .Ellsworth baseball team will play
L'astine at Wyman
park, and Saturday afternoon at 2.30, will
play the Orioles of Orono at the same

Edward H. Baker

telephone

work

tendance is desired at the

to your residence within ten days if you
live witbin a thirty-mile circuit of Ellsworth, as 1 am receiving letters from all
directions daily, even from Bangor.
1
make a nominal charge for the call and
examination—the
same
charge
your
family physician makes for his general
call.

friends.

season, “Gramp” White, who pitched
such a tine game against the Rice & Mil er
team a week ago Saturday.

next

A Postal Card Will

They

congratulations of their many

on

ladies’ aid

O.

years been employed at the centelephone office here. She is popular
with a large circle of friends.
Mr. Cot-

Irene

cottage.

Maine

some

have the

County Savings Bank

J.

of

Owing to

Ellsworth

for

twice last

Brodrick

Carry" Grocer,

was

A State teachers’ examination for certificates for all grades will be held at the

make selections from our lists?

and

York

New

bridge, Mass., are visiting Mr. Foster’s
parents, A. M. Foster and wife.
Frank E. Smith and wife of Gardiner
were guests a few’ days last week of Mrs.
Smith’s sister, Mrs. G. F. Newman.

Coffee you have been using, why not

.Cash

of

Ellsworth over Sunday,
visiting his
parents, A. E. Moore and wife.
Herbert R. Foster and wife of Cam-

are not satisfied with the Tea and

vc-<

Melrose, Mass., has
little daughter here

his wife and

Hoyt

.40
.40
.50
.40

•la?>o’i Tea, ehoieest, lb
Java Tea, lb

of

and other relatives here.

.28

■

Doherty

Mrs.

.54
.48
.42
.90
.83
.30
.24
.35

•

a

been

.55

Royal

trell is in the lumber business in
Belfast,
where they will make their home.

bridge.

.35
.30
.55

brother,

Mrs. Kubie McGown of Portland is visiting her father, James A. McGown.
Charles E. Hale of Arlington, Mass., is

visiting his mother, Mrs. 8. P.

"viortening, lb

bride’s

Rev. R. B. Mathews officiated.
The couple was unattended. The bride is
the daughter of the late
Capt. Samuel A.
Goodwin and wife, and has always made
Ellsworth her home. She was graduated
from the Ellsworth high school, and has
tral

visiting
parents, T. E. Hale and wife.
Henry B. Stockbridge of New York is

SwiftV

the

Hancock
Ellsworth,

of

home from

his

Pure Lard, ll>

The

Goodwin.

Charles W. Hodgkins and wife
Bath for a few' days.

Bargains.

marriage

afternoon

forenoon

7678—

Mowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
spend all their surplus cash for luxuries. Drifting is easy but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can
Start an account with the Hancock County Savings Bank.
a

ami

Bangor. He was a member
the Columbia Street Baptist church in
Bangor, where the funeral was held Saturday afternoon.

cloudy,rain .06

itation

63—

60—

Like

of

Miss Ruth Goodwin of
Ellsworth and Reginald Cottrell of Belfast took place Saturday evening at the

Precip-

12 tn

Sat

Mon
Tues

3 Ford Cars

m

Wed
60—
Thura 67
Fri
60—

WHY BE A DRIFTER?

a

Anderson of

Weather
condition*

Temperature

Second-hand Cars

native of

widow, one daughter, Mrs. StanCosraey of Omaha, Neb., and four
ELLSWORTH.
sons, Charles O. of Vancouver, B. C., Dr.
Midnight Tuesday, J. A. and Dr. E. A. of Augusta and Victor

Ending at
Aug. 26, 1911).

at

of the show.

wood H.

IN

1 From observations
taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Rivet
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

Overland Cars

and

day

seventy-four years. M*. Anderson
Sweden, but came to this
country when a boy, and had lived in
Bangor most «of his life.
He came to
North Ellsworth about six years ago.
He
was a

leaves

WRATH KK

the

age of

9 pm.

closes.

mail

on

Sven J. Anderson died at his home in
North Ellsworth last Wednesday, at the

pm.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

and

should be well informed.

effect, June '10, 1919

Going Wbst— 12 m; 3.10, MB and
Going East—6.30 am: 4 p m.

PUBLIC CARS
Day

Mayor Hagerthy has called a public
meeting to be held at Hancock hall at 8
o’clock Monday evening, when the matter
of the 110,000,000 bond issue for roads and
bridges, which will be voted upon at the
special elec ion September 8, will be explained to the voters by a State speaker.
It is an important matter, on which the

DeKuc Brothers’ minstrels will appear
at Hancock hall next
Friday evening.!
MAILS RECEIVED.
Last year, In spite of the fact that the
Week Day*.
company was “shot to pieces” by calls to
From West—7.00, 7.18, 11 50 > id; 8.30. 7.08
p m. the
service, DeRue Brothers gave a good
From East—lj.2fi, 3.41, 5 13, 10.37
p ni. (10.37
show here, and made friends. This year
idr11 not distributed until
following morn*
log.)
many of the service men have returned,
and with an enlarged company, new scenSundays.
From West—7,11.50 a m; 7.08 p m.
ery and paraphernalia, an even
better
show than last year is promised.
No mail from east Sunday.
There
will be a parade and concert by the Solo
Mails close at postofficb
In

EIL_L_SWORTM

TELEPHONE

*

.

'AhbcrtiBnr.rats.

tive committee.

voters

AT BLLSWORTH POSTOFFICK.

member of this system.

a

SILVY &
MAIINJ

a

THIS week

Bill in eqnity
Union Trust Co
Wood lots for sale
J A Haynes—Grocer
Notice of appointments
In bankruptcy—Fred I Lamson
C L Moran*—Saleslady wanted
Probate notice—Robert Pendleton Bowler
Scrry:
Hancock Co Nursery & Seed Co
Portland:
Pinkham Associates Inc.
Underwood Music Co—Kodak camera free

EXLSWORTH, MAINE
The

advertinbmknVn

mtw

Martin L. Adams, president; Mias Muriel
Byard, first vice-president; Frank J.
Dunleavey, second vice-president; Mias
Alice Scott, secretary;
Miss Catherine
Hurley, treasurer; Dr. Arthur H. Parcher,
Miss Mary A. Greely, members of execu-

Give

us a

others; if

trial.

If you

you

Dot

are

are

satisfied tell

satisfied,

tell

us.

Sub t'^mntnvf

them. They created much interest and
one
from
amusement, especially the
“Ford” who signed herself, your absent
“Tin Lizzie.”
After letters were read it was motioned
by 8. J. Y. that a rising vote of thanks
be extended to Mr. and Mrs. Mayo for
their repeated hospitality in ao royally
eutertaining the M. 1). clan. We all got
to our feet and Hocked around “Aunt
Madge who, seated at the piano, was

j-flutual benefit Column.
KDTTRD

Build
up

!

!

{

M»P»T MADUK".

“Helpful

Ita Moito:

j

BT

and

Hopeful.’

The purpose* of this column are succtoc. y
stated in the title and motto—It It* for the mut.al
-enetit, and alma to lie helpful and hopeful
ddttf for the common good, it Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In
'erchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its successdepends largely
on the support given U
In this respect. Commu ideations must be signed, but the name of

playing

With "L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
Thousands of people in this State have !
known and used it in their families; writer will not be printed except by permission
I
their
parents and their grandparents Communications will be subject to approval or
used it before them. It is a safe, reli- rejection by the editor of the column, but none
able medicine for use in sick headache, i will be rejected without good reason. Address

biliousness, nausea, constipation, sluggish liver and kindred ailments, t
You Are Not Experimenting when

you buy "L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
It mav be riven to
children if troubled with
worms in the stomach or
bowels, with verv satisfactory results. Most all
druggists and general
storekeepers sell it. 50

ple

s

Massachusetts.

Dr. E. W. Young and w ife of Everett,
Mass., Fred Young of Wilton, and Arthur
Young of Portsmouth. N. H.,are visiting
their mother, Mrs. Augusta Young.
Mrs. J. F. Mansfield of Natick, Mass.,
who has been visiting H. M. Hodgkins
aud Mis. W. A. Kitchie, is visiting her
brother, F. L. Hodgkins, in Bangor.
M. R.
Aug. 18.
Parritt, wife and

Alton
bor

are

Henry

at

Parritt is building

Mr.

of Bar

son

Ba l Pi for

few

a

Har-

weeks.

bungalow for

a

Mr. Girdwood.

Dr. Fred Ball of Fargo, N. D.. is

pected to-day.

father,

His

H.

Lessie

Lounder

Sunday

for

operated

was

appendicitis.

is

She is

upon

reported

doing well.

as

Justin Johnson

and

week-end with his
He

van.

Hinckley,

will

parents

An

a

at

the

spent
Hast

Sulli-

Wednesday

for

where he is to teach in the

high

school at Good Will
will go

wife

leave

few

Farm.

Mrs.

Johnson

days later.

enjoyable day

was spent recently at
Mrs. Augusta Young when
all of her children were present—Dr. E.
W. Young of Everett, Mass., F. R. Young

the home of

of

attended should write

jellied

Wilton, A. K. Young of Portsmouth,
H., and C. B. Young and Mrs. Emma

Aug.

was

enjoyed.

he

Madge the compliment would retnrn.
But just how she couldn’t see;
But at last she hit the nail on the head:
“A ’lasses doughnut shall it he.’*

M.

R.

Edmund

Reed, jr.,

club house for tbe

is

caretaker of

tbt

Mrs. Charles Whitten and son Frank
and his wife motored to their home ii

Waltham, Mass., Thursday, after
weeks at their

accompanied
as

their

cottage.

severa

Mrs. Helen Orcut

them to remain

Murphy of West Tremont has beei
guest of E. B. Reed aud wife a lev

days.
Aug. 20.

Spec.

Ztebrrtutfmaitik

ft>ok

like

my Aunt

UiUJUTY.
The

of

WEST BROOK LIN.

Leroy Carter,

cannot

a

nice

well

Kay

sister,

a

now

seat at the

a

aud

Aug.

entitles

right hand of Aunt

missed

tables

when

eat!

a

display

Platters

of delicious

of

jellied chicken

cold

1'hysician

chicken,

salad, ham ;
and hot mashed potatoes, string beans and i
cucumbers, sandwiches, cakes and pies
of every

description,

with

delicious hot

coffee. Apples and bananas cro ned the
feast, and when these were passed us,
our

ened

powers of resistance

by

over

eating

were so

that

we

weak-

couldn’t

refuse.
After dinner the
members

were

letters

read.

How

from

absent

we

missed

them all and wished they were with us.
1 do not need to quote from
any of these
letters or greetings, because Aunt

Madge

them all printed in the M. B. column
Aug. 20, so that you too can enjoy

is

H.

Believes

a

your

PIUS I
<*■*

rr.
Uu

__

of

and generous aiater to Mr*. Lara Hell,
Mr*. Ralph Potter and Albert Proat of
Mariarille, and Mr*, ilarold Salisbury ot
Lakewood.
She waa dearly lored in the
community. Mr. Young bas the profound sympathy of all in bis double sorrow, haring lost, only a few months ago,
his baby daughter. Another child, little

Norman, aurvirea. Mr*. Young a funeral
was held Friday afternoon at the Young
residence, Her. Mr. Plelcher officiating
There
them

were
a

many

floral emblems, among

pillow from

of wbicb she

waa a

tbe Marlaritle grange
Mrs. Mosee

member.

Haslatn of Waltham and
Hamlin sang. Interment
Evergreen cemetery.
Aug. 25.

Her. Charles
in

was

tbe

The first
Davis.

tells
that
the
best

SUNSET.
Mrs. W. E. Easton ot Camden visited
her mot her last week.
Mist Alice

Ferguson, wife
been visiting

your parched throat
you are going to drink

whole bottleful. The
antidote to thirst .s to

keep

a case on

few bottles

Kate Stanley of Cambridge, Mass.,
i» visiting relative* here.
Mrs.

Capt.

tip ol irresistible

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale

on

hand and
the ice.

Genuine

and

snd

Tbe proceeds from the
ladies’ circle were ££29.27.
Aug. 17.

fair

ot

tbe

Sadie.

Edith Burns tud Mrs. Gardiner of
Pittsfield were
tbe
guests ot Edgar
and
wife
Foote
Master
recently.

GINGER

Mrs.

Burns,

who

has

ALE

been

36urrtiarmmtfl

THE CLICQUOT CLUB COMPANY. MU1U, Mm*

KEEP STRONG

I

Aa an aid to robustness, thousands
upon thousands use

Scott’s Emulsion
regular

Scot:

What Delicious Cake!"
“My!
SHE
a

t*d

FLAVORING
EXTRACTS

clock-work the year
around. A rich tonic, Scott’*—
abounds in elements that contribute to the up-building of
Be tare that you
strength.
bay Scoff’s Emulsion.
as

as

&

fount. Bloom held. X.J.

^
*f|
*

VANILA

LEMON

l tu
m*aL

ORAN
t
Premium
i
m
package Your iivoiil*
ThemeK;n *•*'«*▼ C" ®
or

E»ceptw*»al rei-ength an<J
**A little goes* long way

Me

19-i

Remedy

7 he Truck Driver

prescribed.”-Dr. M. C. Lyons.
This should give any sufferer from rheumatism confidence to try Rbeuma.

“IJsten suit! tin* driver of the Inn h;*av\ «ii,•
triu-k, “nothing will put n truck in tin* «.!>•
quicker—or ofletier—lliuu using
jot o. ,i
“< *ive

me

Polarine every

tunc

Hu

rt

'*

>earings—and every moving
long life to your engine.”

}our

part—against friction and

•

t>

wear.

NEW

YORK

and its delicious flavor and wonderful food

& WHITNEY

g,*

Polarine is the dependable uniform motor oil for
Buy it
year round use.
where you see the red, white and blue
SoCOnv sign—the sign of tin
reliable dealer.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF

right.

a

if you regulate
for any car.
ki> (■

compression tight and puts every ounce
power behind the pistons.
Polarine proto
i

»

oils.

binh quality oil, which,
properly, is the right oil

home with

set you

s

Experience

appetite

FLOUR

WHITCOMB. HAYNES,

U. S. A.

Found.

William Tell
quickly

a

who have

Rbeuma, the wonderful rheumatism
remedy sold by C. E. Alexander and ail
druggists, gives quicker and more lasting

own

>

iaT ***■■

her

a

value will

>■ w»««.

patience which wa* characterexemplary Christian life
Mrs. Young was the eldest daughter ot
Prank Proet of Mariarille, aud a kind

istic

White Bread
it in your

seecHAns

fto*0* for |*M«M
Tkot wktrk (too bom 4tm» ntto* Is
ooolrr ifooo tfc# orrouJ Hook.
Ropotttloo to tk* «otp hoot* of prrfmttoM.
r»:tmt mottnoonoo Ml owtMutOf no
toll My s otroMM pork to |tnry. |no
or »»4 litwoortklltp—#>*Of*o B. W1V

lubricating

Make

tw0'

the aweet

-

When nothing else tempts

or

Lime K., wife of Daniel U. Young, died
August 19, at the age of twenty eight
year*, after a lingering illae** borne with

relief than other remedies costing many
times as much.
Rbeuma passes the deadly poisonous
I secretions into the bowels and kidneys,
from which they are quickly thrown off
in a natural, healthy way.
Read what a reputable physician says
about Rbeuma:
“1 have made a most
careful investigation of the formula employed in the manufacture of Rbeuma,
and 1 heartily recommend it as a remedy
for all forms of rheumatism.
1 find
Rbeuma far in advance of the methods
generally employed in the treatment of
rheumatism, and altogether different in
composition from the remedies usually

had
of

Rockland

for the Disease Has Been

things to

roast

take

bedtime—one

•t

|

_

B.

of

,n

^

RHEUMATISM.

were a

chicken

and

[

present, moat of then coming from lllftaa
in Prank McLaughlin’* truck.

visiting her
Day, at South

18.

Lydia Storer

When your nerves
ar*
on rt g, «4
a**
out of the question

mtrH to IMit fco*to tk

The Peuney reunion waa held at Raba*a
pond last Wedneaday, by ineltation at
Mr*. Jamea Jordan. About lorty were ML

Madge’s

Aunt

spread
wonderful sight to behold.
Such

is

Carter

Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion.
Burdock Blood
Bit ers
is splendid
for
purifying the blood, clearing the skin, restoring sound digestion. AH druggists sell
it. Price fl.25,—44*4.

big boy too, as well as the other
loyal helpers, but some loyal ones were
still left, and others joined the
ranks^
the

Emma

Aug. 23.

and her

and

George Carter.

trouble.

being prepared how
two big girls,

was

visiting his

visit*
ing her parents, J. W. Tracy and wife.
Lloyd Norwood stuck a rusty nail in
his arm while working on the Trenton
bridge. The wound is causing him much
Mrs.

sunshine.”

was

it

SOUND.

Although the day was not fair, yet a
goodly number met at "Mountain View,”
the spacious home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mayo, for the annual picnic on Thursday,
Aug. 14, and although rain fell during
the day yet, as I heard a lady remark,
When dinner

wortb.

;

PRETTY MARSH.

S. N.,

granddaughter, Mrs. Elmer
Bluebill.

at the next reunion.

"indoors all

uncle. Prank Parker, and friend* in K;:*-

Gardiner

Mrs.

to, at least,

on

Mrs.

l\

work.

make the

song;
member from

Carter,

'*W>nti«mnul

discharge, and is

Winsor Bridges has gone to Bangor to

note from Aunt

refuse

who has been in the naval

reserve, has received his
borne.

reunion, I should have objected strenuou the grounds of
incompetency,

receiving

Stephen Jtorker and wife of Hostoa wee*
here a few day* laat week to visit tbcir

Hokes’ twin sister, Mrs. Arthur Power*.

ously

I

children are vlaiting her parent*. Aarna
Salisbury and wife.

hill.

Had 1 known that 1 was to have the
being chosen to report the

since

On.*. I to put tit
f’lltafcM *Mk itom

Mr*

UM tool Ur to *aO tUftm rrtwM
No* York, Op
Mr*. AHoo Onrttk *04 Mr*. Klh.
*«lu
MtlMrto worn oMk tons •* Mr u MurkSchool begint to-day, with Mia* Many, I l*n.J la vtott truoO*. nttratM kotos kt
I boot
who taught the tout term, aa tiaotwr.
o.
Aar ta
Mr*. Bert Smith ot Buck sport and little
EUtwottk fhili4
torn ten ntk

daughter,
Edward Colby
wife, have returned to Belfast.
wife
of
West
Wesley Hokes and
Somerville, Mass., are visiting Mrs.

M. B. SUtere:

Madge.

U.

Mr mm4

*•*»*. wtrtwl to

OT*.

Mrs. Jennie ('. Tret of
her titter* u the Wtrttn

Ellsworth; Mrs. Mary
Jennie Swett, Mrs. Ida Treworgy, Surry;
Miss Abbie Merrill,
Wmthrop, Mass.,
Mr. Hoxie, Mr. Brown, Bangor; Mrs.
Helen A.
East
Hluebiil; Mrs.
Prince,
Villa Green, Bangor; Mrs. Susan Billings,
Miss Lucy BiLiings, Mrs.
Rose Baboon,
Mrs. Eliza A. Hinckley, Mrs. Alice J.
Butler, Mrs. Mary A. Peters, Mrs. A. M.
Herrick, Mrs. Florence Merrill, Doris P.
Merrill, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Mayo. Blue-

distinction of

but

:

vttk

Scott arrived Saturday from
snd is visiting her parents at
8. Stinson, Mrs. [ Virginia
tbe Haynes homestead.

Now if my rhymes are received and printed.
A member I’ll be. most dear.
And whether I’m invited or not,
Can attend the reunion next year.
Acst Mary’s John.
Dear

names

Mrs. W.

Johnny ’ll care a bit.
(He’ll say, Billy’s all right.)
And memories of school days *11 be revived
And the spelling schools, at night.

we

Isaac
the

1

••Ann” voiced the thoughts of the M.
s when she wished for Uncle Mark and
bis wife that they might have their desired home “by the sea.” Let us mutuals
rally to each other's needs this year.
Surely the friendships of life and the
love of dear ones make life
worth living.

all

1 don’t think her

indefinitel:

guest.

that

Haynes.

B.

be.
I’ll tell her what she can do:
Just send me a doughnut, real-haud-made.
And I will sample that too.

Madge

season.

also there

members‘.present follow
Rice, Miss Edith Kice,
Miss Mcars, Lamoine; Mrs. 8. J. Young,
Perhaps I oughtn’t to have spoken so plain Miss Anna M. Young, North Lamoine;
Of the matter I am treating.
Mrs. 8. H. Kemick, Miss Ruth Kemick,
And should have waited to see for myself.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Wilbur, Melvin
“For the proof of the pudding is in eating."
Wilbur, Marlboro; Miss Ethel Bonsey,
And if Aunt Zida's mad, just as mad as can

him to

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.

assures me

Caroline

Aunt Zida isn’t in it, I say, at all,
1 mean her doughnuts rare;
Now Aunt Husan keep your temper
Don’t begin to rave and tear.

him

26._

prepared;

was

a

presence of the “Maddoeka’’ sisters and
the hearty handclasp of Uncle Mark w hen

attempt.
N.
You will notice, please, that 1 have
Young Hodgkins of Hancock.
Mrs.
headed the report with a rhyme sent to
Young is eighty-four years young, and
I the calumn by "Aunt Mary's John,’’ who
having retained her faculties to a remarkevidently felt a little alighted because of
able degree, was an entertaining hostess.
not being invited, aud has poured out
Four generations were represented.
A
his soul in
which outburst makes
shore dinner

chicken

request for the best relish and the
raisin-rhnbard
that
Aunt Mary
pie
brought. So please send your recipes.
More than anything else I missed the
is

Aunt

so the doughnut
was
sent him,
twisted
And fried to a delicate brown;
Was it good? you ask, I guess it was,
Nothing like it in all the town.

re-

union,
My daughter wants to know ho* the

aaevening bell.

And

report of the

a

l think.

ex-

Ball,

D.

health.

in poor

by Miss Kice that everyone write for the
this year and thus make our
editor's work easier. At least all who
column

given.

was

George Warfnrr1, wife and two children,
visiting William Uallisop
have returned to

eightieth birthday
following the reunion, and
on that day. It was urged

the

And Aunt Madge of course wouldn’t tell:
Ho everything went swimmingly on

who have been

ife,

Old

Mrs. Susan
E. 8., (our oldest member

present)
Sunday

Ellsworth, Me.

But her John wasn't there when the message

HANCOCK POINT.

w

her.

gave

by the company, and
Kemick
favored ns with

reached her

The America*.

As sweet as

and

we

that

yet about

sung

B.

Billings,

to

Never once did she deign to write him
To accompany her up there,
But he sent his love to dear Aunt Madge
Which was risky, I d * declare!

request.
L. T.” Medicine Co;
Portland, Maine,

NKvv

manner

knows

several songs.
It is worthy of note that

Mary went to the M. B. reunion
And left her John behind;
I want to know of the sisters all
If they think such treatment kind?

on

ry

thanks

that vote of
songs were
Miss Ruth

Aunt

a

V

inspired

an

that she

sure

attended church

bottle, or a sambottle will be sent free

cents

all communications

in such

not

we are
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M0I d « rvftflfctr drwtrr

and Mir
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PLAN TO REPEAT
ATTACKOF1916
Railway Employees’ Chiefs Appear at Washington With New
Threat to Congress.
$1,000,000,000 MORE

ASK

\^3

ryOU

PAY.

will find

Also Demand Nationalization of Other

all

three

Industries, Following Example of

in

the

Russian Soviets.

flavors
sealed

packages—but look
for the name

Washington.—It Is Just three years
the four leaders of the railway
brotherhoods, having refused arbitration of their demands, sat in the gallery of the United States Senate and

since

Camels are soldevery-

"here in scientifically
sealed packages of 20

cigarettes or ten packatiea (200 cigarettes)
in a
covered carton.

glaaeine-paper-

We

strongly recommend
this carton for the
home or office
supply

or

*hen you travel!

R. J. Reynold* Tobacco Co.
W»,to*.Salem. N. C.

18c

a

package

refreshing,satisfyingctgarette
CAMELSarethemos1
smoked. Put
desires in bunch,

you
all your cigarette
a
buy some Camels, give them every taste-test and
know
for your own satisfaction
that in quality, flavor, smoothever

me

body and in many other delightful ways Camels
class by themselves!

are

in

a

Camels are an expert blend of choice
Turkish and choice
Domestic tobaccos. You'll not
only prefer this blend to either
kind of tobacco smoked
straight, but you'll appreciate the
emarkable full-bodied-mildness and
smooth, refreshing
flavor it provides! Camels are a
cigarette revelation!
Camels win you in so many new
ways! They not only
permit you to smoke liberally without
tiring your
taste but leave no unpleasant
cigaretty aftertaste or unpleasant cigaretty odor!

Compare Camels with

any

in the world at any
price!

prefer Camel quality
coupons

or

to

cigarette
You’ll

premiums,

gifts!

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

We Vouch for Them
C

*

:'l the tires that arc made,
h> do you suppose we

facilities,—they employ many

Pr fer to sell United States

They can go to greater
lengths in testing, improving
and perfecting the things that
make good tires.
We find it good business to

v*

Tires?
Because they
me

are made by
biurirest rubber company
And they know
good tires.

choice of mahave immense

exclusive methods.

sell United States Tires.

are

here-a tire for every need.

United States Tires
are
w

■

*'<■" L’iiit•*<i Suu-t>
t

®*W‘*rth AuU>

Tire-

art*

</<**/

tires.

Jlu*-hil|,

ht-rrytifij^

»euben,

tie up the railroads
will never run again if we

“We will

that
do not
get what we want,” announced one of
the labor spokesmen, standing within
a
stone’s throw of the Capitol, and
this amazing announcement, like an
ultimatum from a loader of the Russian Soviet, was instantly flashed over
the telegraph wires to every part of
the country.
Since the first Brotherhood bombshell exploded In Washington at the
end of July, the fact has leaked out
that the brotherhoods are gathering
a
propaganda fund of $10,000,000 for
an Intensive drive on Congress. Three
million dollars, It Is announced, has
already been collected from the members of the unions This will be used In
campaign work In the Congressional
districts, with the purpose of enlisting the votes of the members of
Congress, or of defeating them for
re-election If they do not vote as the
brotherhoods dictate. Money will also
'he lavishly spent. It Is stated, In sending speakers throughout the country
to stir up the enthusiasm of organized
labor for the brotherhood plan of
communistic railroad operation.
"Nationalizing” All Industry
“If we don’t get what we want out
of this Congress we will put this
Congress out and put another one In
that will give us what we want,” Is
the matter-of-fact announcement of
the central propaganda office of the
brotherhoods In Washington.
Back of the Immediate purpose to
gain control of the railroads Is an
even deeper scheme to gain control of
all great Industries, taking them from
their owners and putting them under
the direct management of the organized workers, as has been done In Russia, and as they nre attempting to do
In Germany and Austria.
The reports of the United States
Railroad administration show that the
Government, since It took over the
roads In December, 1017, has Increased
railroad wages by considerably more
than a thousand million dollars, and
about $500,000,000 a year Is being taken out of the National
Treasury to
meet the deficit caused by the great
Increase In labor cost.

they

_

That’s why

protection

inferior Imitations.
Just

the sealed

as

package is protection against
purity.

sell them.
C. L. Moran* [
F. L. Masoi :
A. L. Stewart & Som >
S. R. Duttoi 1

Big Wage Increases.
The principal advances In wages
have been: To shopmen,
$300,000,000;
to unskilled labor, $225,000,1 Kg): to the
train brotherhoods, $200,000,000;
to
clerks, $125,000,000; to telegraph
stutlon agents, $100.000,000; to
cellaneous classes, $110,000,000

and
mis-

of these groups are now demanding additional increases of from 30 to
50 per cent.
When the Government
took control of the roads the average
earnings of all railroad workers. Including several hundred thousand unskilled workers, was $1,000 a year. The
average Is now more than $1,500 and
the new demands would raise It to

Clay Long in Congress.
Henry Clay was elected speaker of
the house of representatives six times,
follows: In November. 1811. Twelfth
congress; In May, 1818, Thirteenth congress; In December, 1815, Fourteenth
congress; In December, 1817, Fifteenth
congress; In December, 1819, Sixteenth
congress, and In December, 1823. Eighteenth congress.
as

im-

SEALED TIGHT
KEPT BIGHT

The
Flavor
Lasts I

COUNTY NEWS
I

WEST FRANKLIN.
j
Mrs. Rowland Clark of Hartford, Conn.,
and Mrs. Harvey
Pratt of Somerville,
Mass., are visiting their father, Adelbert I

|

Clark.

Howard Osgood and children re- !
I
turned to Bluehill Monday,
accompanied
by her sister, Elizabeth Coombs, who will |
Mrs.

remain for

visit.

a

Mrs. Caleb

Bradbury

of Oldtown have beeu

and

four children

visiting Mrs. Ella

Ought to Save Money.
A Lowell man works at the Lawrenee street plant of the United States
Cartridge company and his wife works
on Market street.
He works nights
and she works days.
When he gets
home in the morning she’s gone and
when she comes home at night he’s
gone. Bnt they see each other on Snt'inlay long enough to go to the bank
together and tuck a nice little roll
away after the bills are paid.—Boston
Globe.

Bradbury.
Water and Air.
Mrs. Earland Hardison and daughter
Water in contact with the air abIlene, of Butler, Pa., are visiting Mr. \
Hardison’s parents, Henry Hardison and I sorbs its carbonic acid in a decidedly
In densely popuwife.
practical degree.
Mrs. Irvin Hollins and daughter Wini- lated districts this Is of considerable
fred were here from Gouldsboro last week, I importance. The difference Is perceptible to tiie sense after a long drought,
Mrs. Hollins coming to attend the funeral
as tiie common expression “refreshing
of her father, William E. Tracey.
showers" indicates.
Alton Darling of Brewer has been visithere
the
week.
ing
past
Scuatch Obliterated.
Jesse Hollins spent last week at Brewer.
A scratch on polished furniture may
Mrs. Brown of Washington, D. C., was
be almost obliterated by rubbing viga guest of Mrs. Nellie Worcester several
orously with linseed oil.
days recently.
Ernest Hardison has returned from an
Itbmtannrata
—

extended visit with

his

brother

in Ban-

gor.
Mrs.

Hoy Bragdon

Ellsworth

visited

Coomb** and

wife,

and

daughter

of

E.

E.

her

p rents,
Inst week.

WHY If SUCCEEDS
Because

DeBeck has returned from
Rockland.

Miss Muriel
a

visit

at

Mrs. Linda
at

Savage

is

visiting

sister

her

Stonington.

Dr. DeBec-: and family
motored to
Stonington Monday. While there they
were

guests

of J.

Willard

Clark

and

for

few

family. Mrs. Dyer remained
days’ visit with her sister, Mrs.
Cecil
Couu..

Butler

Harvey

and

visiting

are

a

Clark.

faintly of Plainfield,
relatives here.

Saunders and

from Boston for

a

relatives in this

vicinity.

few

family

weeks’ visit

anion

Miss Lula
of Muriel

Sawyer of Brewer is the guesl
DeBeck.

it’s

Appreciate
I
|

|

Nothin"

Doing one
Doan’# Kidney Pill#
only.
For weak

or

C.

plant

in

town.

Beside*

base

work, the firm has done considerable
and cemetery work.
Merle Smith has gone to Brewer tc

bridge
work.

Carroll Dunn and family of Matts warnkeag were recent guests of Henry Wor
oester and wife.
Alice West and ton Chaunoej
Jefferson are visiting
Mrs
West’s sister, Mrs. Nellie Hollins.
Irvin Salisbury and w ife are spending
few weeks at Otis.
Aug. «.
Echo.

Stetson of

_

Eciema spread* rapidly; itching el mo*
drives you mad. For quick relief, Doan
Ointment is well recommended, toe st al i
stores.—Advt.

for

are

one

thing

kidneys.
of their worth.

evidence

W.

Smith, t rop. blacksmith shop,
State St., Ellsworth Fa' s, r*!e.. says: “I

Kidney

Doan’s

Pills

sev«

ral years

1 have considerable

lifting to do at
ray work and my hick got in pretty bad
There was a steady, dull pain
shape.
across my kidneys and I felt miserable.
ago.

1 got Doan’s Kidney Pills at the C E.Alexander Drug Store. and after using them
for

week

every

has the best

Shis.

disordered

Here is reliable

last week

now

Tliiug

good for everything.
thing well bring# success.

and 1 have been

buying three acres of valuable granite laud, including their
present
location, from Miss Cassilena Springer,
This progressive firm has added
powet
and improved machinery to its outfit, and

Ona

can

Bradbury «Jt Orcutt, the first firm in thin
sectiou to go into the
manufacture ol
bases extensively, made an important deal
in

For

Only, Hi.d K Haworth People

used
motorec

Mrs.

we

your

against

so

$2,000

Good Tires

because it is

A Thousand Million Dollars.
On top of a thousand million dollars
of added wages granted by the Government In the past year and a half,
the allied workers are asking for another Increase of a thousand million
dollars.
But more than this, this great body
of railroad employees has served an
ultimatum on the Government that all
the' railroads of the country must be
taken away from their owners and
turned over to the employees to be operated by them on a communistic
proflt-sharlng plan.
The plan is as daring as any conceived by the Russian Bolshevists, and
behind it is the threat of a nation-wide
strike, with the leaders of the men sitting In the Senate gnllery, watches In
hand, counting the vote.
To Tie Up All Transportation.

All

And—you will find it good
business to buy them. They

WRIGLEY5

held their watches on the Senators
while the memorable vote was being
taken on the Adamson Law that gave
them $00,000,000 additional wages a
year. When the vote was counted and
announced the four labor chiefs rushed
out to the telegraph office and withdrew the order for a nation-wide
•trike.
That 8uch a scene may be again enacted on a much greater scale Is indicated by the startling developments
at the nation’s capital In the past few
days. Now the 350,000 men In the
brotherhoods have been Joined by
more than a million other railroad
teleworkers—shopmen,
trackmen,
graphers, clerks, station agents—and
the demands are many times what
they were three years ago.

a

or

two. my trouble

Doan’s

since.

feeling liny

Kidney

Pills

in

disappeared
every

helped

way

me

in

wa>.”

Price 60c at all
ask for

a

dealers.

kidney remedy

Don’t simply
Kid-

get D an's

me same
mat .dr.
ney Pills
had.
Foster
Milburu
Co.,

Buffalo,

Smith

Aifgrs.,

N. Y.

CHICHESTER

S PILLS

A
THE DIAMOND It RAMI.
I.wdU-nt Aikj
t’hl-cfcc»-ter’*
rillt in Kt-d
boia, sealed
Take bo other. Buy of ji«»
l>r«nl«k Ask for €IU-4 lIi:>-TEB*8
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for tft
yews knownas Hest,Safest. Always Reliable

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

(TorrrBpontifnfc

£Ik <£llstuortl) American

Violation of HlghwayLawi.
Ubookun, Me., Aug. 22,
To the Editor of the Ellsworth .4mt>ri>an ;
1 wish that you and the editors of other
papers in Hancock county would take up

TCBLISHBD

EVERY WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

AT

ELLSWORH, MAINE
HANCOCK COUNTY
W. H.

PUBLISHING CO.

The increase in
biles

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)
...

the

on

the number

of automo-

the

roads, has been treIn drivpant two years.

highway’s.
The majority

cles

Bawiness communications shonld be addressed to, and all checks and money orders
made payable to The Hancock County Pob-

horse-drawn vehilights, which, on our

of the

without

are

narrow

roads, is little abort of criminal.

Do the drivers

1919.

suddenly

Tbe

daylight-saving law has been
repealed over the President’s veto,
the Senate last Wednesday voting

know

that

they

not

can

came

no

is

light.

upon three

men

along the road.

Such carelessness

dragging
There

on

outrageous. Between 8 aud 10 o'clock
five teams without lights.

I met

Another

resident of
attention to; violatior.s of the laws of the road. It is
summer

; the

many
j ers
seem

j

undoubtedly true that many of these
laws are disobeyed,
especially that
with regard to lights on horBe vehi-

but it is

nesHon

night

on our

narrow, crooked, hilly
oads
requires caution. Public safety demands that tbe laws
abould
be
observed by drivers of horse and
motor vehicles; the public demands
that tbe laws should
be enforced
when not observed.

the

especially

are.

their

narrow

and shows

to think that it is

turn out at

a

Many

driv-

sign of

wpik-

part to blow their horns.

j
i

once

whan

Ford drivers

blown.

our

driving

you

can

safe

Anything
am sure

leading editorial, characterlcs
the railroad labor plan for Government
In

a

ownership of railroads
out

as

“a straight-

to

lor" had

a

national reputation for un-

President Wilson.

The World says:

"Revolution by Ultimatum."
The plan of the railroad brotherhoods

for

taking

over

the

properties of the country Is
out

a

railroad

straight-

adventure Into Soviet economics.

It contemplates collective ownership,
hut class operation and control, which
the foundation of the Soviet sys-

consideration of

proximately

investment of ap$20,000,000,000 the Govan

is to appoint one-third of the
directors, and the public Is to share
In such savings In the cost of opera-

that

tion

will be

as

may

remain

after

the

em-

ployees have paid themselves what
they think their services ought to be

appreciated.
Very truly yours,
Alexander S. Porter, jr.

worth.
The spirit In which the program la
put forth may be inferred from a statement made by B, M. Jewell, acting

If Maine is to continue her work of 1
J. Wesky Bowden and wife of North
road improvement, the votere must Castine are
guest* of Mrs. Hollis Austin.
president of the railroad employees'
vote
yes" on the proposed *10,000,- ' Mrs. Hazen Bartlett of Chico, Cal., in department of the American Federa000 bond issue at the
special election ; visiting her brother, George H. Coggins,
tion of I-abor, in which he said that If
on Monday,
Sept. 8. If the voters after an absence of twenty-eight years.
President Wilson's suggestion to Conrefuse the issue,
Charles Moulton, wife and daughtei
highway improvegress was carried out "we will tie up
ment in Maine will
stop for a time, at Suzanne of Dorchester. Mass., are with * the railroads so tight that they will
least
The State will lose the Ports- Mrs. Moulton’s parents. Ira B. Hagan and I
j
never run again if that legislation Is
mouth-Kittery bridge, and will not be wife.
passed.” It might have been Trotxky
able to take
Leonard S. Young, wife and little
advantage of the governhimself speaking to a bourgeolse that
ment offer of
*2,400,000 for nighway daughter Charlotte, of Brighton, Mass., had offered ndld and academic objecwho are Mailing in Bar Harbor, are witb
construction in Maine.
This, by a his
tions to being desimiled.
father, Walter A. Young, for a few
strange coincidence, is t-he exact
Who Is the Government 1
days.
amount the 3tate
pays to the governBefore any railroad plan can he
Harry Young of Rochester, N. H., and
ment in taxes.
If the voters favor
Crosby
Young of Cambridge, Mass., worked out oTie highly essential fact
the bond issue, we will
get this back; arrived by automobile
Friday for a short must be established—namely, whether
if they don’t, we pay out that amount
visit with their parents, E. F. Young
the sovereign power of the United
to help the building of roads in other and wife. They
were accompanied
an
States Is vested In Government and In
states, but get nothing in return. far as Ellsworth by Leonard S. Young of
the American people or whether it Is
Coming right down to home roads, if Brighton, Mass.
vested In the railroad brotherhoods.
the bond issue is approved, the comSaturday evening, Aug. 23, at the home
For three years now the brotherof
Liuscott
and
of
the
tbeir
Henry
pletion
wife,
dsuguBangor-Ellsworth road
hoods hnve assumed that the sovereign
will be the first work undertaken by ter Muriel Jeannette was married to
power was vested in them, and Conibe State highway department, a» al. Lester Edward Young, al*o u! this place.
Rev. W. H. Rice officiating. The ^nde
gress has provided them with excelannounced.
ready
Mayor Hagerthy wore a dress of white voile, trimmed lent reasons for that
assumption.
has called a public meeting to be held with shadow
lace, a veil looped with pearl
When the railroad employees In the
at Hancock hall next Monday evencarried pink
trimmings, and
bride
critical period of the summer of 1916
ing, when the whole matter will be roses. A cousin, little Mias Leach of demanded an
eight-hour day and
to
the
was
flower
a
voters.
Ellsworth,
girl,
explained
brother,
threatened a general strike. President
and
a
were
sister,
Boyd,
Elizabeth,
ringWilson sent a message to Congress In
bearers, the double ring service being
Saunders Reunion.
which he urged that the eight-hour
was
used.
march
The eighth annual reunion of the
Lohengrin’s
played by a
day be made the basis of work and
Saunders family was held at the pavilion cousin of the groom, Mrs. Shirley Holt.
w-ages, but he made four .other proin Surry, Aug. 16. The oldest member The bride is one of Lamoine’s daughters,
posals, one of which called for—
was
Deborah Dunbar, aged although she has been living in Brookpresent
"An amendment to the
existing Fedninety-one, who came a long distance line, Mass., the past few years. The
eral statute which provides for the
All were pleased to see Mrs. Elizabeth groom is a teacher in the Mitchell Milimediation, conciliation and arbitration
Tucker of Milford, Mass., Everett John- tary Boys’ School at Billerica, Ma»s The
of such controversies as the present
son. wife and two sons, and G. E. Clark many beautiful gifts testify to the esteem,
by adding to it a provision that in
and wife of Bar Harbor.
in which tbe young couple are held.
case
the^methods of accommodation
At the business meeting eighty-one Their many friends wish them a long and
now
were
Officers were elected as happy wedded life. Guests Irooi out of
provided for should fail, a full
present.
public investigation of the merits of
follows: President, George Nevells; vice- town were Lather A. Leach and wife,
president, Addison Saunders; recording Mrs. Luther A. Leach, jr., and daughter, every such dispute should lie instituted and completed before a strike or
Mrs.
Caroline
Thorsm
and
Francis
secretary, Nellie I. Nevells; treasurer,
lockout may be lawfully attempted.”
Nettie Leach.
Tborsen of Ellsworth, Lorenzo Linscott,

j

The program: Song, Georgia
Billings; of Haucock, Harry Young of Roencster,
..vunyi C9B.
recitations, Philip Austin, Nellie and N. H., Crosby Young of Cambridge,
Congress refused to enact this legisPaul Nevells, Helen Pio; dialogue, Min- Mass., Mrs. Marcia Chamberlain, Mrs.
lation because the labor leaders oberva
Jordan, George Nevells,
George Clarence King and Miss Kath?*-;n«» Jones, jected to It, and now we have a s'tna■

Jellisou Family Reunion.
The Jellison family will hold its reunion at the home of Martin E.
Salisburj

Ellsworth Palls, Saturday, Sept. 6.
Business of importance will come before the
meeting.
BAYS1DE.
Francis H. Murch arrived from
last Thursday.

of

on

recently. There

was

|

EAST SI KBV.
Vinal Guptilt and (amity are borne from
West Ellawortb.
Samuel

j
j

over-

Lipaon

of Boston is boarding at
Carey's.
Miss Evie Stone of Ash Point is
visiting
her grandmother. Mrs. D. W Winchester.
Mrs. Janies E.

Capt.

S.

J. Treworgy,

master

of

stem-

ship Lake Deval, left bis ahip in Phila-

tne shore

was

Y.

\

seas

Tne dwelling
to Frank Pratt

Brookline, Mass.
Aug. 24.

belonging delphia and
destroyed by fire
Harvard

is home for

a

few weeks.

Yonng has returned from
insurance. ! Rockland
and Mias Agnes Young from
Frazier
of Winter Harbor was
Henry
I Northeast Harbor, where they have been
-he guest of Mrs. Mary Betts
recently. j employed.
He
was
accompanied home by Mrs.
Mrs. Nathan Foster of Sorrento has
Justins Wells, Mrs. Eva A. Wells and
been visiting her sister, Mrs. E. E. Swett.
daughter Dora and Dora Conant, who
a

small

She will leave this week

will visit there.

Aug

25.

where

C. A. C.

There is more Catarrh In this section of the
country than all other diseases put together,
and for years it was supposed to he incurable.
Doctors prescribed local remedies, and by
constautly failirg to cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Catarrh is a
local disease, greatly influenced by constitutional condition? and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine. manufactured hy F. J. Cheney A Co.,
Toledo. Ohio, is a constitutional remedy, is
taken internally and acts through the Blood
on the Muoous Surfaces of the SystemOne
Hundred Dollars reward is offered for any
case that Hall s Catarrh Medicine fails to
cure.
Send for circulars and testimonials.
F. J CHENEY A CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, ?5c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Mr. Foster has

■Aug. 35.

1

town of Surry, 30
end 75 sere*; two in Wslthsm. 160
each; one in Bluebill, 40 acres. Inquire
of H. B. Phillip*. Ellsworth. Me
r?
acres

490. 1911; been driven 4.500
J miles; new battery and tires this season;
in
first-class
Address, Mimaki*
shape.
Frkethv, Brookiin. Me.

C1BEVROLBT

>1(18—Six weeks old, fron pure-bred
stock. #7 each.
Faso G. Smith, Ellsworth. Me. Telephone, m-lt

California,
employment.
for

Halt.

Cops Stand the Strain.
A well-known scientist Informs us
that closing the eyes and relaxing the
muscles for a space of five minutes
several times a day helps one to stand
the strain of war-time conditions. And
here we have been blaming the cops
when they were doing a wise and excellent thing, especially when they
were wanted by belated
citizens, who
were holding a hurried session with
stick-up men.—New York Times.

tion In which a labor lender can threaten to “tie up the railroads so tlcht that
they will never run again" If

presumes to

Congress

pass an act to which the
brotherhood autocracy objects as unequal to Its Imperative demands.
The railroad brotherhoods have embarked upon a policy that even the
most conservative of them must admit
Is economically revolutionary. If their
scheme of nationalization under class
control Is to be carried out In respect
to iallroads, nobody can draw the line
where It shall atop until all Industry Is
under Soviet direction.
Yet they are
not putting their program out as a
matter to be discussed and deliberately considered by the American people.
They are trying to force the Issue and
bring about a revolution by ultimatum.

The Public Pays.
In the last three years the railroad
employees have received hundreds of
millions of dollars in wage Increases
for which the general public is
paying.
As a reward for its
generosity the
country is to be taken by the throat
and choked Into submission If the most
complicated economic issues that have
ever confronted It are not settled forthwith.
If there Is any difference between that kind of arrogance and the
arrogance of the German general staff
in July, 1914, we should like
to know
what It la.

U. S. MERCHANT
Opportunity
In

CAMERA

FREE-Boss and girls.
A real Kodak
OO
I'bis little ca«u"Cartridge
era has been a source of pleasure io many
thousands of boys and girls throughout the
country. Ilia fitted with automatic shutter
and First Quality Menitcns Lett*. One of
these cameras will be given free to each boy
|and girl selling twenty five copies of the
i song, "State of M ine. My State of Maine." at
ten cents per copy.
Everybody will want to
learn this song to help celebrate Maine’s
1|
coming centennial. Send no money.
Write
for songs to-day.
Umdkrwood Music Co.,
Box 301, Portland, Me.
tuen and women

jlrmalc Jtyrlp CflantrU.
s

£ "1 IRL for general housework.
Apply to
VI Mrs. Harold A. Robinson. Park atreet.
Ellsworth.
EMPLOYMENT
Braiding rugs
for uaia pleasant, easy, well-paid work.
For particulars address Pinkham Assoc iatrs, Inc.. >.9 Anderson 8t.. Portland. Me.

HOME

HOTEL HELP WANTED
WOMEN and girls wanted for best
llv year around hotels in
Mains; to
waitresses, fine tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. Be!i and
bu*>s
bees, second
aoo
third cooks for
hotel positions. Apply always to Mitss He
tel Aoeecy. new
quarters, 90 Main street.
Established
Bangor.
ST sears.
3D0 girls
wauled for best summer hotels
Indent
stamp for reply. Few high grade housework
places.

Cams.

SCOT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GKNERAL CLERICAL WORK.
A|te.ut Unloti Sale Deposit A Trust Co.. ,»t roil
land, for furnishing Probate and surety Bono
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Removed to 1 School St..
Ellsworth. a».

P.

ROBERT

KING

ATTORNEY AT LAWNOTARY PUBLIC
Corner of Main

and

Water Streets. Ellsworth

iUga' Courts.
rKiiii.tiK soricej
i* hereby given that the following
appointments have been made by the
Probate Court withtu and for the county of
Hancock. State of Maine:
Emily L. Harrison, also know n as Emily Leland Harrison, late of Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, deceased Catherine Norris Harri
•on Patteraon. John Hampton Barnes and
James E. Hagen, all of said Philadelphia, appointed executors of the last will and tea ament and codicils of said deceased; date of
qualification August !2, a. <1. 1919 Not being
residents of the state of Maine, they nave appointed Albert H. Lynam of Bar Harbor,
Hancock county. State of Maine, their ag nt
In said (state of Maine.
Charles H. Jordan, late of Or I and. in said
county, deceased. Minnie E. Jordan of said
Orland. appointed executrix of the last will
and testament of said deceased; date of
qualification August 6. a. d. 1919
Biou B Jordan, late of Waltham, in said
county, deceased. Ernest H Jordan of Bar
Harbor, in said county, appointed executor of
»he last will and testament of said deceased;
date of qualification August 5. a. d, 1919.
Leslie A. Carter, late of Mount Desert, in
said county, deceased.
Elston A. Carter of
*»td Mount Desert, appointed executor of thb
i*st will aud testament of said
deceased; date
of qualification July 9, a. d. 1919.
Theo. P. Austin, late of North Hancock. In
sa.d county, deceased.
Aju» R. Austin of
said North Haucock. appointed admintstra
trix of the es ate of said deceased; date of
qualification August 5. a d. 19 9.
Minnie Louise Cole, late of Sedgwick, tn
said county, deceased. Clara Tnurstou Jolt
of hcook'tin. in svd coun y. appointed administratrix of the estate of said deceased,
date of qualification August k. a. d 1919.
Cecil U. Hodsdon, late of Bar Harbor, in
said county, deceased. Maud Eda Haskell of
»*id Bar Harbor, appointed administratrix of
the estate of said deceased: date of
qualifi
cation August 12, a. d. 1919.
Richard W. Haynes, late of Bar Harbor, in
•aid county, deceased. Walter H. Haynes of
Northeast Harbor, in said couu’.y, appoiuLu
administrator of the estate of said deceased;
date of qualification August 12, a. d. Ilia

NrOTICE

Jennie L. Bridges of Orland. in said county
Henry A. Buck ot Buckaport. in said county,
appointed guardian of said Jennie L. Bridges,
date of qualification August 12, a. d. 19i9.
Pearl Lindsey of Oouldaboro.
in
aaid
county. Caaeie Lindeev of said Oouldaboro.
appointed guardian of said Pearl Lindsey;
date of qualification August l», a. d. 1919.
Qrace M
Pjrgert of Sedgwick, in said
county. Percy G- Sargent of said Sedgwick,
appointed conservator of the estate of said
Grace M. Sargent;
date
ol qualification
August 19, a. d. 1919.
Dated at Ellsworth, in said county, this
twenty-seventh day of August, a. d. 1919.
Claba E. Mullah, Acting Register.
NOTICE.
E»«*re

Robert Pendleton Bowler.
notice it hereby given thu Victor
T. Price of Cincinnati, In the state of
Ohio aud Richard W. Hale of Dover, state of
Massachusetts, were on the fifth day of
August, a. d. 1919. by the probate court within
and for the couuly of
Hancock, State of
Maine, duly appointed and qualified as
executors oi
the will of Robert Pendleton
Bowler, late of Bar Harbor, county of Hancock, State of Maine, deceased, but without
bonds in accordance with the
provisions of
said will; that said executors being
resident
out of the State of Maine
duly appointed in
writing Hannibal E. Hamlin of Ellsworth.
Maine, their agent in the State of Maiue for
all rrequired by the laws of the State
of Maine, such
appointnieut (culy accepted
by said Hannibal h. Hamlin in writing, being
<1III V
HImI
anH
in .L._r
the registry of
uly hied and recorded i„
*»i<i county of Hancock, on said
fifth day of August a. d. 1919, and
especially
containing all (be requirements provided
ided by
tbe chapter 132 of the laws of Maiue for
the
a.
a. IP17.
year
Au**C—Ulaxa E- Mullah. Acting Register
of Probate lor said
of
Hancock
C«aniy
August rr, a a m%.
ol
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Shipping hoard

FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month.
Sts for tht
assistant engineer's license or higher, open to men of
and
Ing experience. Including locomotive and atatlonarr engineers
marine engines graduatea of technical schools and marina oilers end
tenders.
Navigation Schools Masa. IneL of Technologr, Cambridge. Maaa Rniki..
and Portland. Me.; Engineering School. Maaa. Inst, of
Technology,

mechanical

APPLY AT

angina."

machinist/*'
«..*
>wl*
Cambria*!

SCHOOL. OR STREET FLOOR. CUSTOM HOUSE, BOSTON, MAMl

Hancock

or

ki.

Coumt, In Equity.

To all

ALONZO K. THOMPSON.
To the Supreme Judicial CourtIn Equity.
B. Thompson of Ellsworth. Hancock
county, State of
Maine, complains
against Alonxo F. Thompson, of said Ellsworth, and says:
1, That on the 23d day of April, 1918. the
said Alonso F Thompson filed his hill In
equity in this court against her to recover
possession of certain good* and chattels
named in aatd bill in eqoity.
claiming title
thereto and praying for deliver* to himself
and possession of aaid good* and chattels, an s
that the said Ada B
be r*s»v»tned
Thompson
from removing them
.-aid bill in equttj w»s
brought under section 8, of chapter *6. of
revised statutes of Maine, the said A on so F
Thompson and the said Ada B Thompson
being then husbandand wife. Maid bill in
equity referred to ia hereby ma.’r a part of
this complaint.
2.
That she appeared by counsel in answer
to said bill of said Alonxo F. Thompson.
*• That on Augnat 79, 1918. a decree that
the said bill be taken pro conf**»o was flied. a
copy of which decree la hereto annexed and
maoe a part of this bill.
4.
That on SeptenO er ft, 1918, a final decree
waa filed, which
said final decree is in the
following erms. to wit: -Final Decrte This
cause came on to be heard this
dsy.and the
plaintiff's bill having been taken pro conf**»o
by decree of this court on the fl»ih da* of
August. 191*. for want of defense, and ten dsvs
having elapsed since the entering of s«id
decree without motion to reopen the same;
therefore, upon consideration of the same,
it is ordered adjudged and decreed as follows,
sanely: That the said Ada b. Thonpaon
shall forthwith upon request deliver the
goods praywri for in the plaintiffs Mil to the
aaid Alonxo F. Thompson nr his attorney. No
costs to be allowed either p«rty.
U«o. M. Hanson.
Justice Nupremr Judicial Court/*
Sept 9tb. 1918
ft.
That on November ?. 1918, she was arrested and committed to Jail on a warrant for
contempt, for failure to comply with said
final decree, and was thereby put to great
trouble and expense and humiliation, aud
was compelled to deliver said
goods and chat
tels to the said Alonso K. Thompson, in order
to purge herself of contempt, when in truth
and In fact she bad uo lute lion of defying
any order of coart, and had no knowledge
and understanding that said decree bad been
rendered against her, and did not understand the meaning and effect of said decree;
but on the
contrary had acted alwavs and
wholly upon tne advice of her counsel by
whom she was informed that ne was looking
after her case, and that it had bevn continued. and was still open and pending
8.
That said bill in equity has never been
heard upon its merMs: that in truth and in
fact she is owner ami entitled to possession
of said goods and chattels; that said decree
was obtained
through fraud, accident aud
mistake and without her actual knowledge
and undeistandiug, and without fault on her
part; that by reason of tbu premises and
without the fault of the petitioner Justice hss
not been done. That she is wiihou- adequate
remedy in law. W bert fore she prays:
I. That said -Final Decree" may be reviewed and reversed aud declared >o be nuil
and void; that a nearingjupoa the bill of the
said Alonxo F. Tbompsou be ordered, and
that this petitioner be permitted to appear
and defend said bill upon its merits
2.
That the said Alonxo F. Thompson may
be rojomxd from proceeding to enforce said
-float decree” and lual the issuance of
further process thereunder may be stayed.
8. That this petitioner may have such
other and further relief as the nature of the
case may require.
And may it please this honorable court to
issue its subpurua to the said Alonxo F.
Tbompsou commanding him to appear nefore {
this court and auswer to this bill of com
plaint, aud abide the orders aud decrees
thereon.
Ada B Thompson.
Fred L. Mason,
Solicitor for plaintiff

ADA

BOYS AND QIRLS

H.

for

ADA B. THOMPSON

KODAK
young
Premo No.

ALICE

to

STATE OF MAINE,
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ProttMunil

preparation

at school* ot U. 8

humbmb Judicial

tail
bottle
Wakspisld Extract Co.. SanbornTills, N. H.

t\ L. Morano

MARINE

men

FREE COURSE IN NAVIGATION, six weeks flu for third
mats'. M.
or higher: open to men of two rears' deck experience. ocean
or ooeitwha'
“*■ 01
equivalent In fisheries, or on lake, bar or sound.

v'ocim

to *«li Vanda after *c!joo1 boors.
Send «i ami for eight (g bottles which refor 26 cents each. Send for free sample

at

PM-'-iMni'tn

DECK OFFICERS
and ENGINEERS

Rftlp GElanUU.

gALESLADY

1*

FREE TRAINING

1

ernment

NORTH LAMOINE.

Jude; reading, Minerva Jordan. There
was dancing afternoon and
evening.

JFor salt.
AlfOOD LOTS—Two in

The editorial page of the World has

deviatlng support of Democratic principles, hostility to Wall street, and the
most loyal aud'Ylgorous assistance to

Sbfmtisrmrnts.

p««

de
partruent
the Burrill National Bank. Ellsworth, Maine. Finder please return name t<
the Hank.
E. F Small. Cashier.
Ellsworth, Me., 4ug. 30. 1919.

adventure Into Soviet economies.''

Government, are to huy the railroads
from the private owners and tum these
properties over to the railroad employees to manage and operate.
In

It

are

for all.

York World,

The American people, through their

part of
not

York—The New

Now

tem.

a

do iu the matter I

Economies Venture.”

Is at

bow

signal to pass is
also guilty of
this; they should know that a higherpowered can can pass them, and has the
right.
Now let users of the highways get together and let each do his share to make

!

undoubtedly

true tba: many are not. Even with
the anti glare lignts, driving at

on

is absolute carelessness not to.
I also note a disposition on the
; drivers of horse-drawn
vehicles

cles.

glare headlights,

road, which,

is too dangerous,
| roads, bad
drivers there

Brookiin, calling

Government Ownership “Soviet

a

these roads

BOOK -8»Ting>
department
book No W? issued by the savinga
PASS
of

Calls Railroad Brotherhoods' Plan for

was

outrage is the non-enforcerepeal by 57 to 19. The present sysment of the ami-glare headlight law. Retem of daylight-saving will continue
ports come to me that few of the autoin
force until the last Sunday in
mobiles about here are equipped with any
October, when, at 2 o’clock in the device to prevent dazzling headlights from
morning, the clock will be turned blinding an on-coming driver. The peback an hour. Ordinarily, if the law culiar pitch of Ford headlights makes the
continued, they would be advanced owners of that car the worst offenders.
again next April, but the action to- There are various inexpensive devices on
day forbids. Of course there is talk the market that prevent a dazzle and
that before next spring an effort will which do not destroy the ray’s value for
I own two Fords, both of which
be made to re-enact the law, but the driving.
are equipped with a very
satisfactory deodds are heavily against its accomvice. However, the Ford driver is not by
plishment.
means
the
any
only offender.
1 also find that very few drivers blow
\\ e publish this week a communi- their horns
in rounding turnB, and nine
cation from Alexander S.
Porter, jr., times out of ten are on the wrong side of

We believe Mr. Porter may be
misinformed in regard to tbe number
of automobiles equipped with anti-

Wilson

PARALLEL TO RUSSIAN IDEA.

damages in ease of accident if it
is proved that their teams were unlighted?
The other night, in going to Ellsworth, I

Co.. Ellsworth. Maine.

prominent

Strong

Supporter. Denounces “Revolution by Ultimatum."

recover

hay-wagon

a

New York World.

the

APPLICATION.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27,

of

enforcement

ing hereabouts I note the laws are disregarded by altogether too many users of

Single Copies.....05

l-tsRiNS

now

mendous in the

Six months.75
AS
Three months

ADVERTISING RATES ON

for the

highways.

laws of the

Titos, Editor and Manager.

One year.Sl.50
Four months.50

campaign

a

RAILWAY LABOR
r.'OVE ASSAiLED

Color of Copper.
Absolutely p,,re oopper may have
light gray color like that of moat othe
metals, ainre It la found that coppe
which has hoen ten times distilled li
vacuo bag only a pale rose color, wbili
the yellow color of gold becomes muel
lighter under similar treatment.
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|
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Coostt of Hancock as.
Nov. 18. a. d Qii
Then
appeared Ads B. Thomppersonally
son and
made oath that she has read the
above bill acu kfiowsthe contents thereof and
that the same is true of her owu knowledge,
except the matters stated to be on information and belief, and that, as to tboao matters,
she believes them to be true.
Before me,
Faso L. Mason.
Justice of the Peace.
Dated this mb day of November, a d. 19i8.

1

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancoce aa.
To Alonxo F. Thompson of Ellsworth
Hancock county. Bute of Maine
(L-B.
QMBMTJSG:
We commsod you to appear before our
supreme judicial court at Ellsworth, in the
county of Hancock, on Tuesday, the lath day
of September. 1919, then and there to auswer
to a bill of complaint, there exhibited agaiost
you by Ada B. Thompson of Ellsworth. In the
county of Hancock and State of Maine, and
abide tb
Judgment of aaid court thereon
And we farther command you to file with
the clerk of said court for said county of
Hancock, wlthia thirty days after the day
above named for your
appearance, your demurrer, pies or answer to «aid Mil, if any you
have. Hereof fail not, under the pains and
penalties of the law in that behalf provided.
Witness.
LESLIE C.
CORNISH. Chief
Justice of our said Court, at Ellsworth. the
Sd day of August in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine bund fad wad nineteen.
i F Mamonby. Clerk.
STATE OF

Hancock

00,72i
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r|
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forenoon
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'TATE OF MAINE.
Haucook %». —At a probate court held u
Ellsworth, in aud for said county of Haacoti
dd the fifth cay of August, in the >ear of
our
Lord one thousand nine hun .red tad
nineteen.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to
a copy of the last will and tea tamest of
EDS
TURNER APPLETON. late of C«>
ii AHBET, in the county of NORFOLK, sad
common wealth of MASSAC HU8ETT-.
deceased.and of the probate thereof iami
commonwealth
of
Massachusett*
daly
sulheoticated. having bean preaeuted tour
judgwof probate for our said couuty of HatLock for the pur pc**- of being allow*-d. Sled
»nd record* d in »..# probate court of oursxM
rou. ty of Hancock
and
for letter* test*
mentary to issue to William C. Appleton. U
first firing boud without suretiea. w, accord*
incr with tfie requ* »t of said hautiUunpre*sed in aald will.
Ordered. That notice tbeaeof be g reaieiu
pe. sons inu*/c»te<t therein, by pubdshisf s
ropy of this order three weeks success rely i«
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper pruned
ftt Ellsworth, in said count* of Hao<
k. prior
10 the •econd dav of Heptriub.r. a. d
»«. ;3sl
they may Appear at a probate court then u w
field at Ellsworth. in and fo' said count «f
Hancock, at tea o’clock in the foreouoa. ud
»now cause, if any they hare.
sg*;an U*

V

tame.

BERTRAND E. CLARK. Jtulg. of ?•*»*.
A true copy:
Vilest
Class E. Mi lla*. Acting great*.—

NOTICE OK POKK€LO*l

KK

Harold L. Farub*a«f#'»k»
UHKKEA.H
viHe, In t
county ol Uncock. »*4
e

State of Maine, by hts mortgage 5tel
he lfith day of September. »LA. *ud rseorded
In the Hancock county rrgt tr» of 4«4*.
L>ook 518. page J2, conveyed to Oaar w
Tapley of Ellsworth, in sain county of Hasroc*, a certain parcel of real estate
in the town
of B rooks ville, aforesaid, sed
Bebounded and described as follow*. *»»
at
a
stake
and stone near the bifi’
tlnuiog
»av running from West Brooksrillr to Arty's
aharf; thence northerly along said bighway
Bt« e and one h»U rods to a stake sod »toa*;
>h»nce eas erly at righ angles frotn first
ttoned hoc eight aud ne^half rod* to » *t*‘f
md stone: theuce sutherly nine *od oo«*
half rods to a stake and stone: and tb*D<*
westerly eight and one-half rods to the 0f**
mentioned oouud And whereas said mortW*. *»•
gage was on the ttth day of May.
signed by aaid Omar W. Tapley to “,eundereigned, by assignment under **i«i
duly recorded in said Hancock rrgtstO w
rJ* eds book 548. page 38; and whrrea* tb« f00'
Jitions of asid mortgage have been br0**®
uow therefore, by reason of the bresefc w
:he conditions thereof. 1 claim a foreclosure
of said m* rtgage
Gkoeuk A. A art.
July 85.1818
_

d»J*

Bankrupt*

1‘etllluu

la ihe matter of
Fkao I. L«4MftoM.

Bankrupt.

for Discharge-

[) In

Bankruptcy.

Fo the Hou. Clareace Hal*, Judge of th* District court of the felted State* for tbe *"»•
trict of Maine.
atoning*#.
of
I.
LAM80N.
! in the county of Hancock.
said district,
in
Hate of Malm.
fully represent* that on the *W day
wa* duly
1911. last paat, h«
Auguat,
#cw
the
under
bankrupt
Judged
h.
th#t #
to
bankruptcy:
>.'oogre*» relating
*
baa duly surrendered all bf* property
comp
right* of property, aud ha* fully
with all the requirement* of *a<d act*. •Pf.
the order* of court touching hl»

I.1RED
1

MAINE.

m.

si'fKKMK Judicial Count,
ADA B THOMPSON vs.

reiaooa intvrc«t«i |n nther of
or »<»«
ee.
tale* hereinafter named:
At a probaie tour! held at ElUwor-s i.
forthe coani} ol
„„ tb.
in the year of
day of
one tbouaand nine hundred and oi-V*™
being an adjourned .e«|on of the
**«•«
a. o. 1919 term of eald court.
*H K fo'lowln* rn.iter,
barm,
been
„„
rented for the action thureuhon
A
after indicated. It te
hereby ordered
notice tbeteof be given to a I nervone l..
»«
nubllehed three m eke «occeMlrelt
kilewoith An.er.can, a
at Kllaworth. in *at.J
countj. that
appear at a proba*e c^urt tc b* held u
worth, no tbt- ninth day of Heptembtr
"
"**'
th*
«.
M
be heard thereon it they «ee
came.
Chreter A Hodgklnr. late of Bar H.,s~
•“ “Id county, deceased, fetltlon
M**r J. Ulicbell, administrator for Y.. ?
to **11 certain real estate of «*i«1
situated In Bar Harbor and I.amoin* in
cock count* and in .Stockton
Spring*
county, and more fully described in said
r*’
»l. ion.
Charles A. Turnbull, late of Mount De*-„
in said county, deceased. FI.at and final
*T
count of t'harlea A. Turnblll, admin
ran-iVr’
died for aettlament.
Margaret K. Perkins, late of Brook»»i;u
•aid county, deceased. .Second and firm ,,
count of O
W. Tapley. administrator
J
N
for settlement
Arthur H Sargent, late of Sedgwick. in
deceased.
Hmt
county,
account of Henrr l*
.Sargent, administrator, filed for setUeuea.
Arthur H Sargent, late of
Hedgekk, In
Heii ton filed by Or***.
c-uuty. deceased
Hargvni. widow, for an allowance out a*
personal estate of said deccaat dJohn O. Whitnev. late of Ellsworth.
uu
county, decease
Petition Uied by Wj.
H. Hayaea
nd Ha .v W Haynes
Utratora of ih« estsfr of said deer »«.'•**
the amount of the inheritance tax on tkt«v
tate of said deceased
be determined b*th*
judge ©f probate.
Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK. Ju if* i
said Court at Kllaworth, this nii.etwan
day of Angus’. lu the year of our u»r4
on# thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
Ccas* E. Mvllan. Acting Refiner.
A true copy.
Attest:—Class E. Mull a*. Acting Refiner.

In Eqcitt.

r®*?**^

Tte’re

ALONZO F. THOMPSON
Id the Above entitled case it appearing
by

herefore he pmysthst he
creed by the court to here e full dtecherip
e»t»
debt* (imihu'i
from *ii
iruiu
all ucun
-,
provable again-it ht*
h|.
oeo
under eeid bankruptcy ecu, eeoept euch
e« »re
ere e.ccp.ce,
by Tew from each diecher«r
cecepled uj
0
d.
n.
ol
Deled thie ISth dey
August,
Feeo I. Lemon,

petition of Fred L. Meson. Attorney for the
plAiptilf. thAt. he has made diligent search
and is uuable to find the defendant for the
purpose of making service, it is ordered: >
Bankrupt
That a new subpoena issue returnable on the
13th day of September a. d. 1919, at ttu o’clock
Order ot Notice Thereon.
in the foreuoon, and that service be made
•*
by
publishing a true and attested copy of the
>ttTeii-T or Mem*, Noetaier Division
bill aid subpeena in the above entitled ca»e
»»>»• 0
Ou thie Ltd dey ot Atunst.n. d.
and this order thereon, three weeks succeS' j
ceding the foregoing
bt ueJ
siveiv before said iSth day of September in
Ordered by Ihe court, that e henring 'r
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper pub
Oct
the eerne on the Sd Any at
ipou
iiahed in Ellsworth. ;Haucock county, Maine
1. l»t», before said court et
andalao by giving to L. F. Gilts,
attorney tor I lietrtet, northern division.
said defendant in the original suit, in
hand,
ne
forenoon; end tbet U®MC*.
,
a true and attested copy of said hilt and
sub
the
jubli.hcd In
porna at least fourteen days before said 18,n >
In eeid dietnet,
d
printed
teweneper
of
1919.
day
creditor..
September
tUlou, end thet ell knowu
Lunhb B Dbasv.
iner eppes
,tber
person. In interest,
Justice Hup. Jud. Court.
he eeid lime end piece, end
petiof »>■ ^
August 28. 1919.
my they here, why the prayer
A true copy of the bill, subpoena and order
loner should not be greeted
rt tb«
court,
the
of court thereon.
>n
And It Is further ordered by
bT
»hnll send
clerk
be
^
Attest:—T. F Mahomby. Clerk 8. J. Court.
“
•»ld
mown credlto-e copies of
i.ce, cl
their
p
hi* order, addressed lu llmi
» .UTfcK NOTICE.
rafd^uoe *» etaWdHal**
Honorable Clarenc
Witness the
contracted with the City of Ellstbr .ee th >>ld
ludge of the eeid Court, end
worth to support aud care for those who
dt.iel»“
it Unitor in the northern
,
may need assistance during five years begin*
»• d
fist riel, on ihetsd day of August.
uiug Jan. 1, ltia, and are legal residents ol
Lie
IeeBBL Hanoi, Deputy
anawortb. 1 forbid all peraona iruattna them
OB mjr account, aa tbera ia
li* 8*
plant, ol room and
*
order iknefOO'
aocommodaliona to care for them at the Oil,
A true copy of petition and
ci«*k'
Farm houae.
Isabbl 8h««ha*. i»epu y
line, B. Mitcuhh..
Attest
1

P'?,l‘on,/‘‘*in-

be^ni
J,?D*0?;,1li.i|n
^n.ni*jTr;c,a,
pUe-orth Americetb^

J?,1

HAVING

—

BURGLARY AT McKINLEl

many people repoet

TWO

BIG GAINS IN WEIGHT
thousands

of

by tanlac.

1VNY REMARKABLE
experiences told
pKOPLB
what

IN ALL BANKS

OP

LIFE TELL

the truly remarkable stateby Mrs. Charles Peden, residing at 55 Mill Street, Huntsville, Ala.
“When I commenced taking the medicine,” she continued, "I only w igbed

done fob them.

Richardson

safes

was

hank,

&

Son

ttfat

of

of

store.
the

which

One

the other
The

of

the

Tremont savings

H.

P

Bichardson,
treasurer, and

proprietor of the store, is

was

ment made

CELEBRATED MEDICINE ft AS

Professional safe-crackers, or “yeggs,*
descended upon the litfle fishing community of McKinley last Thursday night,
and blew
open two safes in the p. w,

WAS TWICE EXAMINED AND TOLD
OPERATION WOULD BE HER
ONLY HOPE.
“1 have just finished my third bottle o(
Tsnlsc
and have gained twenty-seven
pounds,”

If

BURG LA as GET AWAY IK
POWER SLOOJ
—TWO MEN ARRESTED AT 9EDGWTCK HELD FOR ORAND JURY.

MRS. ('HAS. PE HEN
GAINS 27 POUNDS

thin, frail
health

PEOPLE restored to

SAFES
BLOWN
OPEN
RK HA BOSON STOKE.

the store safe.

as

burglars

got

in* the investigation there all day yesterThe sloop and the house kept by
one of the men were visited.
The punt of
the sloop answering to the
description of
1 he one Been at
McKinley and Brooklin
had been freshly painted white, the
paint
not yet being dry.
Paint had also been
applied to parts of the sloop which would
tend to disguise her. The
sloop was formerly known as the Viola.
In the house was found a letter written
by “Lucey” to one of the men of the
sloop, asking 4him to get some “white
stuff,’' presumably morphine, for him.
The men were not found. A woman at
the house said they had gone to the Bangor fair, and the Penobscot county officials

day.

at work

are now

with

away

The

about

?1,200 in cash and liberty bonds,
mostly
the latter. A few of
the bonds were
registered, and therefore not negotiable,

land

on

that clue.

wanted

men

known

are

in

Rock-

Charles M. Goodwin and Harry
both of whom, it is said, have
served time in the State
prison. Warrants
have been issued for their arrest.
Goodas

Howland,

PLUMBING

Secrets of the Salmon.
A single scale from a salmon will
tell yon its owner’s age, and whether
his pickings have been slim or the opposite. When viewed through a microscope, the scale will reveartlny lines,
which have developed at the rate of
10 a year. Lines crowded close
prove
that the salmon has been living high.
Lines widely spread indicate a scant
diet.

Hot Water Heating, Furnacr
Work and Jobbing.
WORK; HONEST PRICES

rfONEST

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

aWJtrttfttsur.as.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

BUILD YOURSELF UP
SO AS TO FEEL BETTER

EllsworttT Steam Laundry

Ml Kinds of Laundry Work.
NAPHTHA CLEANIN6
Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parrel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

Eat and sleep better, as well as look
better, by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It is an all-the-ycar-round
medicine, good in all seasons.
It purifies, enriches and revitalizes
the blood, creates an appetite, aids
digestion, assists assimilation of the
food you eat, and wonderfully builds
lip the whole system. In many cases
it succeeds where other medicines
fail to do any good.
If you need a mild effective cathartic, get Hood’s Pills.

noteworthy features
but moat of them were
iNliol the mOat with
coupon bondB.
Tanlac and the ninety-eight (98) pounds; now I weigh
V lii connection
The burglars undoubtedly
State Street,
expected a win is the owner of the sloop and proEllsworth. Me
stands out more prominently 125 pounds, and never felt better in my
]t
richer haul. The
bank, however, keeps prietor of the Rockland bouse. In the
is the very large life. For years I have suffered with a bad
,n ,ny other, perhaps,
but a small amount of cash in the
GOOD LINE OF
form of stomach trouble,
Mc- house was found a license issued to him
constipation and
imberot sell-known men and women
Kinley safe, depositing most of it in as a pilot.
ol the country who have pains in my side and back. At times the
oro all part*
Photographs and linger prints of the
pains took the form of torture, and 1 was larger banks.
cenlly reported astonishing and rapid
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
twice examined and each time 1 was told
I»o men arrested Saturday at Sedgwick men held in Ellsworth will be taken toas a result of Its use.
Repairing and
rrtases in weight
have been held for the October
cleaning a specialty.
that I had appendicitis and that an
grand day in the expectation of identifying
tt'ben so many well-known people of
operathem as old offenders.
under
jury,
of
suspicion
tiau
would
being
be
implicated
DAVID FRIEND
my ouly hope.
iqutstioned integrity make statement
“1 bad made all preparations tor the in the burglary.
Main Street
ter statement, each corroborating the
Ellsworth
The burglary occurred just after midand
called
operation
in
DOLhAROTOWN.
of such statements can no
my sister to tell
;ber. the truth
her good-bye as I did not know whether night Thursday night. The men were inUNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
mger be doubted.
Miss Lettie R. McMaster of Lowell.
I would live to see her again or not.
^ terrupted at their work by Night WatchWALKER D. HINES. Director Doaon! of Railroads
My man
Thousands have testified that this
is visiting her uncle, J. G. Barron.
Morrill
of tbe Underwood
Mass.,
sister
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
and
plant, just
begged
pleaded with me not to j
mous medicine has completely restored
Mrs. Emily Gray and
allow them to cut on me and told me to across tbe road from the Richardson store.
granddaughter
lero to health and strength, after every
Corrected to June 30,1919.
He heard the two explosions as the safes Rosie are
visiting at Mr. Severance’s.
medicine and the most skilled wait ami try a good tonic for a .vhile. j
her
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
were blown, and went out into
Sundays
The
the
next
yard
Mrs. Grace W. Barron spent last week
day, as I returned from the '[
edical treatment have failed.
PM
PM
PM
P M
P M
of the Underwood
Bar Harbor
which
is
!
enplant,
consultation
in
tS 10
Lakewood.
*3h40.
room, I thought of what she
One ol the moat remarkable cases on
Sorrento.
closed by a high iron fence.
*4 10.
and
said,
as
1
had
Hancock
Through
Point.
heard ao mucb about
t6 36
Mrs. Bernice Moore visited her
cord is that of Mrs. Viola Ives, of 315
*4zl0,......
mother, Sullivan.
Tanlac, I decided to try it, and got a ! this fence be could see a flashlight in the Mrs. Lois
*4 35
loss street, Little Rock, Ark., whose
Trueworthy, last week.
Richardson store, and apparently two men
bottle.”
Manset.
element appears below.
Mr.
and Mrs. Howe ot island Falls have Southwest Harbor
at work, while a third man walked
“I never returned for the
up and
operation, ]
"In May of 1913,” said Mrs. Ives, "1
Northeast Harbor. .*l2z4i‘
been visiting theiraunt, Mrs.
.1
Trueworthy. Seal Harbor.
but juat kept taking the Tanlac. Right j down outside the store keeping watch.
ifertd a complete breakdown of my
JlzOO
Mr.
Rowe took her lor a car ride lor the Bar Harbor..
He spoke to this man,
w
him
from
10 45 J2 15
the
hat
asking
start I began to feel better.
The !
srvt? and my entire system gave way.
he was doing there. The man whirled and first time Bhe has been out since January.
medicine seemed to take hold right at
Mt Desert Ferry.lv t7 05 tu 45
boot an weeks afterwards I was carried
13110 *5 05 *9 50
*5 05 *9 5C
Bred a revolver shot in his direction,
(Sullivan lorry;.
Ray Q. Uaspar, wife and little son, J. Waukeag„iaum.»u
7 12 11
7
ll 53 *3tl7
once.
ferry).
5 13
9 571
5 13
9 57
tbe hospital. I became perfectly helpHancrck.
7 20
11 55
lben
G.
Mr.
Morrill
Miss
5 17.
ran
back
lo
Effle
A.
the
Barron,
Barron
“I
and
Miss
was so bappy over the wonderful
Franklin Bond.
factory
(7 27 (12 03
Ls-couldn't more any part of my body
f5 17;.j
f5 26
W as h 1 n l/t nn .Tiinnlidn
and blew the alarm whistle that aroused Doris E. Moran
junction.
motored
Washington
*
‘7
ak
to
'I2
Ludlow
re m
Jtio 30
f5 36
hd just ley there in bed for five months, improvement in my condition that 1 sent the
"32 12 25 J8t41
5 43 10 21 10 37
H
entire community, and sent the men Thursday, returning Saturday.
5 43 10 21
for my neighbors to tell them how mucb 1
F
7 «7 fu M
5 48
10 42
5 48 §10(28
pi knowing anything or anybody. I
N noTPn
down
the
wharf.
scurrying
better
Mrs.
I felt I sent and got anotner bottle !
Effle
6 06 §10f39
..jtIO 55
lour
Tourtelotte, with
las brought home in October, 1913, and i
8 09 (12 52
6 15
11 04
6 15 §10f48
icu
g™e“
LaIk«'1.
water.
ot
uy
Tanlac, and have just finished taking I
children, is visiting her brother and Phillips Luke. (8 16(12 59
f6 30
fll 11
riedall kinds of medicine and everything
f6 30 §10f56
About 6 o’clock Thursday evening a black sister in Brewer.
McKenzie’s. fg jg
f6 35
my third bottle and feel as if 1 have been
f«
was told about.
Holdea
| sloop
I 23
1 06.
6 10
11 18 f7 09
6 40 §llf04
anchor
in
dropped
harbor.
made
all over again into a new woman."
McKinley
Brewer Junction
8 43
I 24.
“I read about so many people getting i
6 59'.,,
11
j
6 69
7 29
NORTH HANCOCK.
Bangor.
Capt. Harry Lunt, whose fishing boat was
f8 50 *1 30 ;4t45 *7 05 Ml
til 45 §7 35 Mt45 *7 05:*11 30
llief by taking Tarilac and ray h us baud
P M
P M
p m
tied up at the end of the “fish”
A M
A M
Miss
Lizzie
wharf,
Tracy has gone to Frank- Portland.. t3 30 t5 55 |9t20 *1 05 *5 30 *5
of Tanlac, have gained
M me a bottle. After taking three boltwenty-five pouadB later in the
30|$12 20 19 2( *1 06 *5 30
Boston via Portsmouth.ar
t9 20
*4 60
evening went to the wharf lin.
and I feel like a new man.”
§3 45
*4 60
ts I began to feet better.
I have taken
Boston via Dover.ar T7 J5 f9 15
*9 10 *9 10 §8 50;...
and found that the sloop had moved in
.1 §9 18
New York..
Leon H. Stewart has gone
Old-Time (engineer Talks.
to Ohio,
*7 481 T9tl3
iverai bottles of Tarilac now and I ca r
t9tl8
and tied up outside of bis boat.
Philadelphia.ar
el0t65 elOtSS1
He where he has employment.
.;eiot65
lU anywhere and sleep like a child.
Washington..
Weeks, who moved his boat around to a safer berth at
[ Kngineer Charles J.
e3 00
e3t00j e3tco;
p M
[ben I took my first dose of Tan lac 1 runs the seaboard Air Line fast train
Miss Bertha Cline,
p m 1 p M
A >1
P M ! P M
accompanied by
the side of the wharf, and
turned in
BANGOR
TO
BAR
one
a
is
home
hundred
••Fox”
from
HARBOR.
and
between
rigbedfonly
Jacksonville and Tampa, aboard of her for Ihe
Boston.
triend,
twenty- !
or

in

Ready-made Clothing

nn

..

“,v“

...

auu

...
..

...

•••

....

I now weigh one hundred
id §ixty-it.o—au actual gam of fprty
ends siuce I started on Tarilac.
propounds.

bears the distinction of
j oldest
engiueer in

night.

being the second

The Richardson store is just at the head
of service with of this wharf.
Capt. Lunt was up aboard
with the company I his boat and
eating a lunch,when he heard

point

this
for

road, having been

thirty-five

years.

a

"I have gamed twenty pounds on seven
Texas Man Testifies.
bottles of Tanlac and feel as well and
Mother remarkable case was that of
happy as 1 did when a boy,” said Mr.
bii M. Crabtree, a geusral merchant of
Weeks.
re Mile Station A, Dallas, Texas:
“For twenty years I suffered with nervkl nave actually gained thirty-four i ous
indigestion of the worst sort,” he
und» on three bottles of Tanlac and I
continued, “and at times duriug the past
a *uow what it is to
enjoy good health fifteen years 1 didn’t think 1 would last
ersaflermg for twenty years,” said Mr. much longer.
To tell you the truth, I
ibtree.
Anally reached the point where 1 didn’t
‘Uaflered with catarrh of the stomach much care whether 1
lived or died.”
I iwhiiestion for twenty years, and for
Thousands of other people all over the
;
thtetn months, before 1 started taking
country have reported the same astoirtsnniic, 1 nsd to live almost entirely ou mg gains in
weight after taking Tanlac.
rwi«. ] spent nearly all of one whole 1
Among these are: Mrs. E. O. Wilson, of
Rr n bed and was unable to do
anything lit? Hass St., Atlanta, Ua., who gained
ill and 1 fell off In weight to 118
twenty-five pounds; Edward Keoo, 17J1
uses.
Broadway, Kansas City, Mo., who gained
•After using my third bottle of Tanlaw
twenty-five pounds; Mrs. W. C. Cochran,
ound I had increased in weight from
Jutiaelta, Idaho, who gained twenty-two
B pounds to 152 pounds, making au
pouuds; Mrs. Doll Davis, of 108 Samuel
taai gam of thirty-four
pounds all my Ave., Peoria, 111., who gained thirty
Dobies were gone, and I was
feeling like pounds; Chaa. E. Shaffer, 508 W. Charleslotber man."
tons!., Portland, Ore., who gained twentyJeff
D.
Captain
Higgs, popular Y. & M. four pounds; Mrs. Amelia Mann, K. F. D.
engineer, running between Vickiburg
No. J, Ogden, Ctab, who gained twentyid New Orleans and
residing at 2020 five pounds; W. S. Hukill, 7308 Park Ave.,
tart Street, \
icksburg, in speaking of Tacoma, Wash, who gained twenty
* experience
with Tanlac said: “Yes,
pounds; Mrs. B. W. Smith, 3113 Burdett
b u s an actual
fact, 1 have gained St., Omaha, Neb., who gained thirty-five
r«oty-flve pounds on Taulac.
pounds; Fred W. Saunders, 710 Market
^benl began taking the
mediciue,” St., San Francisco, Cal., who gained
iDiinoed Captain
Higgs, “1 was simply twenty-four pounds, and many others too
nervoua and physical wreck and had
numerous to mention.
opptddoan in weight from one hunTanlac is sold in Ellsworth by E. G. |
*dand forty to one hundred and ten
Moore, in Bar Harbor by West Ena Drug 1
eads.
Co., and in Mount Desert byA.C. Fernald.
Live just finished
my second bottle, —Advt.

dull, heavy explosion, followed two or
minutes later by another, and then

three

revolver shot. Then the tire whistle
blew, and he beard men, at least
three, he
says, running down the wharf.
He suspected trouble, and put out the light
aboard his boat. The men boarded the
black sloop, one of them
over-

the

from the wharf and

the

telephone wires hot, sending out
scriptions of the sloop to his deputies
officials of other counties.
Friday moruingabout 6 o’clock

answering

the

Brooklio.

She did

description

turned
in

deand

up at
the

outside
came

tne bar at the eastern entrance in a
punt. Three of the men landed, and the
other returned to the sloop.

Deputy

Sheriff

and

in

several

deputies
and organized a search. They were
kept
well under cover for the rest of the
day,
and it was not until
Saturday morning
that two men were fouud at
Sedgwick,
identified by Brooklin men as two of the
swore

men they had
punt, and they

seen

ashore

come

held

w’ere

gave meir

ucsb uieu

on

of

Old

Orchard

Williams

of

Old

Town.

they had

come a

they

had

but

the

Wie
Si'ires.

of Hancock

Arthur
denied

They

hore

from the sloop,

tramping tocontradictory

told

they had met and the

they had tramped.
They were arraigned in the Ellsworth
municipal court Saturday, and Judge

County.)

Paper,That Stops Coming

irtedly.

When Subscription
No.more subscription bills piling up un-

\ou get what you pay for, but the paper
.»°tbe forced upon you
beyond that time.
a

not

^‘Uii your.name and
address, and a $1 bill, now, and
the paper for eight
months, or 50 cents (stamps
[Qftre
convenient) for four months.

Brooklin has
sloop got

ashore with them at

come

as

yet been found.

under way after

The

dropping

the

men

at

Brooklin, sailing west.
Since the
new

year

arraignment of the two men
Ellsworth jail, important
evidence has been obtained. A sloop,
held in the

believed

be

to

the two
are

men

known,

nection
these

who

were

been

and

the

on

believed

names

of

board of her

direct conbetween

established
of the

one

has

wanted,

one

and it is

has

men

the

Kocklaud,

been located in

men now

in

the

Ellsworth jail.
Monday evening Sheriff Wescott was
notified by the officials at Rockland that
a

sloop,

believed

bad been located
were on

Stark Apple Trees
2

t0 5

YEARS

“all

feet, in limited numbers. Price
$2.25 per dozen.

American White Ash Trees,
Planting,
20* each,
Wlth

25* each,

2 years, for street
$2.00 per dozen

Order.
Address,
UNCOCK COUNTY NURSERY & SEEO CO, SURRY, MAINE

to

be

the

one

there, and the

board of her

are

wanted,

men

known.

who

One of

them, it is said, Keeps iu Rockland a
house reputed to be a “dope” joint.
The
Rockland officer made the significant inquiry if one of the men held in Ellsworth
was lame, and upon receiving an affirmative

2

Abbott

has

Quincy.

returned

from

Brewer.
C. R. Bunker left for

Somerville, Mass.,

Thursday.
Miss

Blanche Reed of Portland, visited
last week.

at C. S. Colwell’s

Maynard

Alva

Mass., is

a

guest at

of

Dorchester,

Hillcrest.”

L. A. Penney’s family have returned to
Bangor. Miss Mamie Penney accompanied them.

George
London.

Merchant

is

home

He is

employed to
Edna C., with C. 8. Colwell.
Aug. 25.

from
ruu

New

on

the

W.

Color of Pure Copper.
The work of a Swiss investigator
suggests that absolutely pure copper
may have a light gray color like that of
most other metals, since it is found
that copper which has been ten times
distilled in vacuo has only a pale rose
color, while the yellow color of gold
becomes much lighter under simnar
treatments.
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f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, Sundays included, t Daily, excep
Sunday. § Sundays only. { Daily, except Saturday.
Daily, except Monday, e Monday. v\ eduesday a ud Friday, t Coach between Portland and Bangor. Pullman passengers
culy west of Portland and east of Bangor, y Monday only, h Commencing Aug. 18, leave
Bar Harbor 3 30 p. m., Sorrento 4.00 p. m.
z
Commencing Aug. 18. s Discontinued after
Aug. 17. y Commencing Aug. 18 arrive 8.20 p. m.
DANA :C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS,
federal Manager
General Passenger Agent.
Portland Maine.

and

a

CLARIONS MADE IN MAINE

GOODWIN—COTTRELL—At Ellsworth. Aug
28. by Rev R B Mathews. Miss Ruth Goodwin, of Ellsworth, to Reginald Cottrell, of

description

of the man,

furnished the connect*
ing link between the Rockland men and
sloop, the Rockland men having paid the
said he believed he

CAKD

WE
in
us

OF

THANKS.

wish to express our sincere thanks to
the many frieuds who were so kind to
our recent bereavement, anti for the

many beautiful flowers
Mb. and Mbs. Herbebt Wii bub.
Mb. and Mbs. Iba McGown.
Mb. and Mbs. Thbodokb Bbagdon.
Mb. and Mbs. Ibving Rollins.
Mb. and Mbs. Russbll Mack.
Mb and Mbs. Gbcbob Bradbury.
Mbs. Hazel Bbadbiry.
Miss Beulah Tracey.
Franklin, Aag.22, 1919.

tXronuar,Ji>:..4

H. W.

DUNNS

fine and released from the Rockland jail
only two weeks ago a man answering the
description of Williams, known there as
M. J. Lucey.
Sheriff Wescott, County Attorney Whit-

High Grade Granite

ing and Mr. Tarbox started late Monday
night for Rockland, arriving there aoout
3 o’clock yesterday morning, and continu-

Ellaworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

Manufacturer and dealer in

and Marble

Monuments, Tabletsjand Markers

even
operation, the
control of fire and
means

complete
oven

that

economy.

You help Maine industry
when you help yourself by buying a Clarion.

—

ANDERSON—At North Ellsworth, Aug 20,
Sven J Anderson, aged 74 years.
BEATON—At Bar Harbor, Aug 17, Finley
Beaton, aged 69 years.
CLARK—At Bucksport, Aug 20, Dr Albert
B Clark, aged 82 years, 11 months, 19 days.
DODGE—At Methuen, Mass, Aug 14. William
H H Dodge, native of Ellsworth, aged 77
years, 1 day.
DOW—At Hancock, Aug 21, Mrs Evelyn Dow,
aged 70 years, 6 mouths, 28 days.
REYNOLDS—At Watertown, Mass, Aug 22,
Mrs Addie A Reynolds, widow of Joseph
Reynolds, formerly of Lamoine, aged 72
years, fl months.
TRACEY—At Franklin,
Aug 18, William
Emery Tracey, aged 68 years, 9 mouths,
18 days.

Maine’s needs. 1 hey have
the constitution that stands up
under hard work, the liberal fire
boxes and flues that give smooth,
meet

if^5

Belfast.
LINSCOTT— YOUNG
At North Lanioine,
Aug 23. by Rev W H Rice. Miss Muriel
Jeannette
Linscott
to
Lester Edward
Young, both of Lamoioe.
NEWMAN
PHILLIPS-At
Bar Harbor,
Aug 20, by Rev W E Patterson. Miss Lillian
O Newman to Albert L Phillips, both of
Ellsworth.

00
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05
30

re 32.Ill 55
8 5®.
12 05

Bar Haroor.
Seal Harbor.
Northeast Harbor
Southwest Harbor.
Manset.

MAltltl KD.

Crabtree, after hearing the evidence in
substance as above, bound them over for SAVAGE-FITZGERALD-At Ellsworth. Aug
18, by Rev P F Flanagan. Mrs Mary Edna
the October court in the sum of f 1,000
Savage, of Ellsworth, to Edward James
Fitzgerald, of East Boston, Mass.
each. They
were
committed to the
county jail in default.
DIED.
The third man who is alleged to have

now

PRICE, $1.50

Ella

Charles

as

and

been

they

to where

in

route

Paper

Mrs.

has returned to

New York.lv
Boston via Portsmouth .lv *10
Boston via Dover.lv

suspicion.

names

McCarty

as

McCauley

Rodney

VV. Smith saw
they lauded, but did
not
see
them
land
and
did
not
at tirst
connect them with the sloop.
Later he suspected they might be the men

wanted,

H. N.

P M

Philadelphia.lv

after

meu soon

stories

(1 he Home

SOUTH HANCOCK.

in

over

gether,

HE ELLSWORTH AMERICAN

Brewer Junction.

Miss

sloop

a

not anchor

harbor, but ran along slowly
Torrey island, while four men

and said

SUBSCRIBE FOR

Misses Hope and Grace McKenny of
Fort Fairfield are visiting their sister,
Mrs. A. E. Googins.
M.
Aug. 25.

being hauled

aboard. The sloop got clear of the
wharf,
though delayed by engine trouble, and
was soon lost sight of in the thick
fog.
Sheriff Wescott was
notified, and was
on the spot soon after 2 o’clock.
He kept

that

Washington. lv

falling

board

the

Miss Blanche McFarland of Washington, D. C., is visiting relatives here.
Fred C. Hutchins and son of Brighton,
Mass., are visiting his father, Calvin
Hutchins.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.. Bangor, Maine
Sold

by

■aBngs

The J. P. ELDKIDGE CO. INC., Ellsworth

>le.

!

UTrt? itt iftrrrteut \

THE JOY OF
MOTHERHOOD
Cam? to this Woman after
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
V egetable Compound to
Restore Her Health
E. nsburg, Wa^h. —“ After X was
married 1 was not well for a long time
r--. and a good deal of
trie

time

was

not

able to go about.
Our greatest desire
was to have a child
in our borne and one

day

husband
back from

mv

came

town with a bottle
of Lydia E. Pink-

ham’s Vegetable

Compound

and

wanted me to try it.

* chippie roil
THREE PEARS

NEWS

COUNTY
BLUKHLLJL.

F. Twining has gone to Bosvisit her son Roy.

Mrs. N.
ton

to

Mrs. Julia Jphnson ot Halifax is visiting her brother, Dr. E. C. Barrett.

1

Helpless In Bed

With Rheumatism
Until He Took “FRUIT-A-TIVES”.

Franklin granite la marketed by several
here for cemetery work, tbe de| mand increasing yearly.
FRANKLIN.
The baseball diamond in Kernald’a pas';
Carroll Dunn and family motored here ture
promises a revival of the game here.

COUNTY NEWS

Mattawamkesg Saturday.
Capt. C. E. Dyer, who had been in
Washington county this season, came
home Saturday.
from

four-reel drama to crowded houses

Kev. John E. Blake and wife left last
week for their vacation at Standisb.

the Century theatre, Monday evening.
Net proceeds, about |260.

Miss Eleanor Moody of Newburyport,
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. D. L.

The Village improvement society presented

a

at

The

fair association

necessary make a
in the ball games.

has

change

found

Miss

on

The third
week.

game

Five teams

play

chance to

will
are

be

arranged this

competing

for

the

this game.

Karl
Fernstrom,
Norfolk,
Winfred Merrill, Iowa; John
Chase and wife, Erie, N. Y.; Rev. Ralph
Barker and wife, South Acton, .Mass.;
Mrs. Emma Austin, Westdale,
Mass.;
Robert Linnell and wife, Forrest Cousins,
Chase
Barker
and
wife, Calais.
Boston;
Arrivals:

Va.;

Prof.

this week

one

which the
famous

aniqae

of the

musical

had

largest gathering of players ever vouchsafed to the eyes of a local audience.
The concert is to be given Friday evening, Aug. 29, at the town hall. Twothirds of the program will be devoted to
music of a serious order, w ith artists like
Henriette Michelson, (a pianist of New

rhere
Point

Miss Helen

will

be

during

Jeffrey

and

many visitors
the
week to

Joseph

to

Parker

play

and

the tenuis tournament at the
rolf club, and tinea the Pointers and
•lllagtra are equally interested in the
sitness

price, by FRUIT-A-TIVKS Limited,
OGDENSBURO. N. Y.
affair, the

town

ball

will

doubt

no

GOLF TOURNAMENT.
The

golf

tournament

Point golf club, wbicb
was

contestants

tbe moat

for

the

at

tbe

came

to

Parker
a

There

an

women’s

cr;

minds

,t:" baildiiw,
,re aonoilories. one (or Kiris snd one
for
boy a. Both *re of the most spacious and most beautiful
type in
New England. Y> holesome nvalry in all sports.

JS*

Practical

including Sewing. Home Economics. Domestic
Chemistry, Deoatinif and Business English and Arithmetic. For
catalog and further information, address
WM. E. SARGENT. L»tU>..
Principal
courses

Miss laina Sperry returned to-day from
Harbor.

Bar

Lord has returned from Kockland.
L
Aug. 25.
Leon

their auinmer rot
la

on

,*

You
liable
a sudden
attack ol
The beat teme.lv t,
Dt
ARNOLD'S BttJtAM
Warranted
tiudf»r'« Pharmacy.— Afiit.
ate

to

hi 7*

So says a friend of ours named Velvet
Joe.
And ha just about hits the nail on the head.

Velvet is made for

Velvet

play is k en, for Castine has entered
nineteen contestants.
W’hat with the
concert on Friday, a dance at the Bluehili
Look Inn on Saturday night, and a hard
fight in the bridge tournament, me
a

than

one

bom in Old

good thing

Kentucky,

comes

climax.

And

S.

so we
more

say, Velvet is good tobaccoor
less.
It runs second to

none.

The

picture of the pipe on the tin needn’t
keep you from rolling a jim-dandy cigarette

kins) of Pittsfield, Maas., on the birth of I
a daughter, Blanche Augelia.
Mrs. Kate Poor of Boston, who has been
ill at the home of Mrs. liaia Copp, is out
again.
M

was

who think there’s
If you are that

where
from. It was
raised as carefully as any othei
Kentucky
thoroughbred. But the real secret of Velvet’s
friendly qualities is its slow natural ageing in
wooden hogsheads.
Ageing in the wood
never hurt anything—and least of
all, tobacco.
mere

in the

will reach

men

smoke like real tobacco.
sort cf man, listen:

no

with Velvet

Georgia Springer left Thursday for

isb

Bath.
Bobbins of Harrington has
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Hay-

Mrs. Pearl

visiting

been
den

Bunker.
Frances Springer is visiting

Mrs.
sons in

E.
and

her

Bath.

N. Hodgkins spent Saturday night
Sunday with his family.

Lyle Woodworth and wife are visiting
Woodworth’s mother, Mrs. Tilden

Mrs.

Bowden.

Davis entertained six of

Cara lea

Miss

her little

girl friends Tuesday afternoon,
her sixth birthday.
Mrs. Mina
are

visiting

Harringtou

and

daughter.

Kichardaon of Spruce Head,

Miss Lottie

here.

Cameron of Pittsfield is visiting her sister, Mrs. A. B. Marshall.
Aug. 25.
W.
MissTillie

Not 16
or

SEAWALL.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

George Parker, wife, daughter Mildred
and a friend spent last week with Mrs.
Parker’s mother, Mra. Lucy King.
Mrs. Raymond Kent, Rodney Newman
and

DENTAL SCHOOL-A Field of

There is

an

Instruction
and Equipment

Leading dentists of Boston and vicinity have charge
of this work. Association with these men is invaluable,
not only from s technical view-point, but in a practical
way. Ultra modern equipment, the most up-to-date of
any school of its kind.

No Entrance

Examination

spending
L. F.

their

cents

vacation

Newman and

William Dow and wife of Bangor
the guests of R. E. Newman at»d
last week.

Aug.

18.

were

wife

T. E. D.

Practice Kindness.
Kind words cost no more than unkind ones. Kind words produce kind
actions, not only on the part of those
to whom they are addressed, but on
the part of those by whom they are
employed, and this habitually In virtue of the principle of association.—

Holders of

diplomas of high schools covering required
admitted without examination.
Graduates
of this school lead the profession in standing and lucrative practice. For catalog, address
subjects

are

parents,

But IS

Henry Lurvey, wife and ehildreu are
visiting Mrs. Lurvey’s parents, Amos
Dolliver and wife.

unlimited demand for skilled dentists and

specialists in dentistry. The Harvard University Dental
School offers a most thorough and efficient training in
this interesting profession.
For thos** who wish to
specialize there are courses in Oral Surgery, Orthodontia (straightening the teeth) and other branches.

friend
their

cents

17 cents—

write.

Big Opportunities

A Chance
To Specialize

a

with

are

Eugene H. Smith, D. M. D., Dean, Boston, Mass.
1

Jeremy Bentham.

-the
■

J

Complaint.

»»•

during tbe teunia tournament, which will
last from Monday to Saturday. Interest

studies, the plan of play, maka for better

Hebron Acsd^mv
‘deal lor college preparation and also offers
practical courses for those not preparing for college. Its location
\\Khoui resorts or distracting
entertainments, affords an excellent
opportunity for study, and conditions are most home-like.

H. L Young met w ith an
,,c,,
recently, cutting her hand quite t»rti,
1
Aua. IS.

made

Mrr.

pie—

course

At

and oroader

Herbert Eldridge and wife, and Mrs.
William Corbin of Itaiidolph are visiting
Mrs. Allaton Milliken.

a friendly natural tobacco.
Keep yo’ putairs an’ “sauced-up” tobaccos for the fellow
that likes nut sundaes better than home made

the

were

twenty-four for the men'b. KntbusiaasD
reached its height on tbe last day, when
the finals were played by Richard K. Quay
of Sewickly and tm young son Richard,
jr. Tbe latter won with 5 up. In presenting the cups. Judge Rose commented
humorously on the fact that cupid had
favored Mi»s Grace Parker, who won tbe

HEBRON. MAINE

bodies

Miss Louise Stickney of Somerville,
Mass., is visiting relatives here.

er

finish
in

nothing

your girl—his future or her future—
upon the training of today.
Hebron, stu-octs —K*rls* and buys—receive the advantage*
reputation and nationai in scope. Here the
0«iSC 100 n.a'.v°!a
,,:i
h
;>se
fSPnnnJSr?
c,°'' fl witS students from many parts of
the cruntr-.. *h c nir^ of

*

M.aa

Mary Hopkina and friend.»'
*
worth are at the Ooogins
bungalow
Dr. Fred Reynold, and
family 0f |w
N. H., are here while hav'dig im '*
menu

Margie Oetchell returned to BrewMonday.

Miss

left

twenty
cup and

interesting

Jcwcph Anderson returned from the tier I
Harbor hospital Wednesday.
Congratulations are extended to Joseph !
Konjamma sod wife (net Blanche Hop* !

VOUR boy
A
depends

Sadie Mulian of
Hancock
U Smith over

gtn at ol Mr., H.

Give Me a Friendly,;
Natural Handshake

be

crowded.

Aug. 25.

or

bare.

Mia*

*°*«

ls

ALEXANDER MUNRO.

season’spleasures

Academy

to

t

50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial sixe 25c.
At all dealers or sent on receipt of

ladies’cup and had been coached on the
by George Acbelis, her fiance,
Fuchs playing a loa, and orther pupils of while the tradition of the
invincibility of
Mr. Kneiael heard in ensemble pieces. the Quays in
Pennsylvania politics seemed
Miss Katherine Carpenter, Miss Eliza- to be revived in Parker Point
golf. It took
beth Quay and Mrs. l>r. Anders will sing.
a Quay to beat a Quay at
any rate.
the
serious
will
Finally
give way to the
This week will be another exciting one
ocose mood, and pupils, professionals and
at the Parker Point golf club. Mrs. Wesimateurs will unite in a symphony with ton, the
energetic head of tbe house comoy instruments aud a descriptive piece mittee, has arranged for daily afternoon
“A
'iilitled,
Merry Sleighing Party.” teas, with a different hostess everyday,
York)

Old

Mr*. Blanche Jordan ot KgVnt

now I can walk about two miles and
do light chores about the place”

history of tbe club.

many professional and amateur
residents of Parker Point, so that the
climax of the entertainment will seethe

ot

try ‘Fruit-a-fives” (or Fruit Liver
Tablets). Before I had used half a
box, I noticed an improvement; the
pain was not so severe, and the
Swelling started to go down.
/ continued taking this fruit me•
dicine, improving all the. time, and

the concert-rooms
as

family

Leliajoe bungalow.

Rheumatism, without receiving
Finally, I decided to

cure

Saturday,

almost

at the

over

hand, and enlisted a store
of his budding violin virtuosos, some of
whom have already made their mark in
and

Frank Spruce and

**K
e*°hie<i

any benefit.

Years ago

York,

to B net on,

Lome, Ont.
three years, I was
confined to bed with Rheumatism.
Luring that time, I had treatment
from a number of doctors, and tried
nearly everything I saw advertised to

in

New

Lester Gaspar
Beverly, Mass., Monday.

aJj’"1**

parent*, William Bennett
arriving Irom overseas ha..

turn*

ing

wife returned

"^s

R.R. No. 1,

•*For

their

of

bi«

N'K\Vs

LAMOISK.

Bennett, who ho. |,Mn

Murk

are

B.

and

FAST

MR. ALEXANDER MUNRO

were

the matter

Dyer

assured.

COUNTY

afcbcrtiftrmrntft

for

beneticiariea. This time
the purpose is to give aid and comfort
to Mr. Percy Saunders, who broke his
arm while pitching for the local club in
a g me of baseball at Bar Harbor.
Franr. Kneiael, being appealed to, took

Frances

are

25.

SURRY.

preparing to operate a granite base
business on land of Mrs. Antoinette Scott.

beginning in
the utilitarian purpose to improve the
!*ter
other
highway.
institutions, like
the Village Improvement and Red Cross
societies,

Aug.

are

colony have made it

throughout the land.

these concerts

affairs

attractive features

Friday for
Bethel, Vt., to resume teaching.
The funeral of William E. Tracy was
held at his home Wednesday forenoon,
Rev. J. E. Beake officiating.
Cecil Butler, wife and four children of
Plainfield, Conn., are visiting Mrs. Butler's parents, C. E. Dwelley and wife.
Thomas W. Bragdon and Fred Fernald

in the schedule

Ellsworth and Bucksthe first day and
port
play
Bluehill and Ellsworth on the second.
will

Labor day will, as usual, be the date (or
the picnic gathering ot U. A. K. veterans
Several
and friends at Hardison’s grove.

Tracey.

it

It broueht relief
from my troubles.
The Bluehill and Rice «& Miller teams
I improved in health so I could do my
played the third and deciding game of
housework; we now have a little one, all the series at Academy
field, Saturday, the
of which I owe to Lydia E. Pinkham's
visitors winning, I to 1. Both Trafton and
Vegetable Compound."— Mrs. 0. S. i
a
great game, but the
J ''HNSON, R. No- 8, Ellensburg, Wash. Dwelley pitched
rhere are women everywhere who Bangor man received better support in the
Parker, Bluehill’a crack first
long- for children in their homes yet are pinches.
denied this happiness on account of baseman, had thirteen put-outs, figured
some functional disorder which in most
in a fast double play and scored the only
oases would readily yield to
Lydia E. run for his team. O’Brien, “Cub” Osgood
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
and O’Connor made most of the hits for
Such women should not give up hope their teams.
until they have given this wonderful
medicine a trial, and for special advice
write Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,
CONCKRT AT PARKKR POINT.
vnn. Mass. The result of 40 >ears
Bluebill villager* and the rustics tors at
perience is at your serv ice.
Parker Point are preparing
to enjoy

Hebron

coneernt

friendly

tobacco

COUNTY NEWS

SlNKrtisnnrme

OKLAND.

Major John House, after a short visit
with his family,
has gone to Camp
Devena, expecting to receive his discharge
I

j
j!

John Lewis of Brockton, Mass., is visiting his cousin, Mrs. M. J. Page.

house

Mrs.
her
her

Mildred

Shedd, accompanied by
cousin. Miss Ethel Keyes, is visiting
parents, Frank Staples and wife.

|

Ernest V'iles and sister Bara are visiting
James Eldridge and wife at Island Falls.

I

house

•

Mrs. Flora F. Dorr, who has sold her
here, has returned to her home at

Hudson,

N. H.

Mrs. Warren Kennedy, with her daugh-

ter Gene and young son, of
Dorchester,
Mass., is visiting her father, A. R. Buck.

Arthur Boper is at home from Boston
fofr a few days.
Mrs. Guy Goodwin and two children
and her mother, Mrs. Georgie Perkins,
who have been guests of Harold Perkins

A Meal That'*

and

Alwayt Ready!

wife,

have returned to

Couch of

Mrs. Sarah

[; i Just heat and f crve
f i and such beans: Simply de—

C.,

A

licious.
Isn't it true that you have
if you could buy
p j often !said
: J beans as good as you can bake
would
do
so?
you
FjJ Wrcll!-*Herc’s “your dream
come true!’1
No more all day over a hot oven. No more "sometimes good"
again "only fair.’* SUFERBA
Beans are always cooked the
►

:"

|

!P

same

visiting

her aunt.

Ginn.
“Princess

Desire,”

which

given at

Mrs.

Julia A.

was

written

summer

original

play

by

resident,

things made

Miliiken-Tomlinson Co.,
Portland, Maine
619

mr/Mm wmmm

C. Dunn spent

a

days recently

few

in

Miss Mary Pool is visiting her parents,
John Pool and wife.
Mrs. Olive Close of Bangor is visiting
brother, Emery Morrison.

her

Mr. Leland has moved back to town.
Mrs. Hammond is his housekeeper.
Mrs.

Ellen McLaughlin

tended the Frost reunion.
of G. A. Frost.

of

Levant at-

She is

a

sister

The annual reunion of the

Frost family
was held Saturday at George A. Frost’s
grove. At the business meeting officers
were elected as follows: President,
Henry

Frost; vice-president, Benjamin Frost;
secretary, Blanche Salisbury; treasurer,
Merle C.

Frost.

next reunion at
All

It
the

was

voted to

same

hold

the

place.

Aug.

saddened

good appearance and added
several dollars to the treasury.
a

F.

25.

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Elizabeth McPhee of Waterville
is vibiting her cousin, Miss Evelyn Collar.
Miss

Willard Foss, wife and little son have
Popbara Beach. Mrs. H. A.
Murch accompanied them for a visit.

returned to

and

Arthur Robertson

lost

a

valuable heifer

recently.
Bragdon and family have gone
Waltham, where he is employed.
Everett Tracey has returned from a visit
Frank
to

in

Waterville.

Aug.

18.

LAMOINE.
Herbert Smith of Cuba has joined his
wife at the home of his father-in-law, F.

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

Hodgkins.

Mrs. L.
R. Hodgkins
^returned to
Waltham, Mass., to-day.
Mrs. Lillian Salisbury has gone to Bangor as housekeeper for her brother, Irving
Young.
Eugene Covey has gone to East brook to
resume

his school work.

Next Sunday is rally day at the Sunday
school.
•:b

Miss Phosie Higgins has returned to her
Lubec.

T.

which

vesper

are

at

and has been made under his persupervision Bince its inf' icy✓
£U0W nQ 0ne tQ deCeiVg ygy jjj th,S_
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “
Just-as-gord ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

of E. M.

King

syff

last week.

shower of Friday seemed
to be centered in this part of the town.
The lightning struck in three places
within a mile. The barn of James Covey
The thunder

was

struck at the roof

over

the east

Castoria is

Drops

stripped

was

from the wall

damaged.

The lightning tore off the vane,
tearing up the belfry, taking off boards,

breaking windows,

etc.

Friends of Mrs. Addie Reynolds

were

shocked to hear of her sudden death
day in Watertown, Mass., where she

Fri-

Paregoric,

and

CASTORIA

GENUINE

was

The
daughter, Mrs. Lyman.
brought here for burial tobody
Great
is
day.
sympathy felt for the famShe was a lovable woman.
She
ily.
leaves two daughters, Mrs. Blanch Lyman
and Miss Grace Reynolds, and four sons.
Charles, Fred, Harry and Jotharn, and
eight grandchildren.
R.
Aug. 25.
with

a

Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its
fige is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it has
been in constant use for the relief of
Constipation, Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishness arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bo wels, aids
the assimilation of Food;
giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

struck, and paper
in the house.
The Jordan river schoolhouse was badly
was

a0,?41

What
is CASTORiA
harmless substitute for Castor Oil,

gable,

bolt going through hay and coming
out through the carriage house, but no
tire followed. A hackmatack tree in front
of A. J. Gibson’s

her

ALWAYS

will be

SOUTH

PENOBSCOT.

In Use For Over 30 Years

Mrs. Edward Dunbar and daughter
Marion of Brockton, Mass., are in town.

The Kind You Have

services

conducted

TMg CENTAUR

Alv/ays

COMPANY,

N V. W YORK

CITY.

the

legal Notices.
To all
persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of
the
Hancock, on
fifth day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand uine hundred and nine-

Sointed

and state of New York, deceased.
First account of George M. Bodmau, executor, tiled
for settlement.
Alvin B. Fernald, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. First account of William
E. Bragdon, administrator, filed for settlement.

Hannah E.
of Penobscot, in said
Gray, late
Final account of Ira J.
Cousins, executor, filed for settlement.
Harriet Smith, late of Caatine
in said
couuty, deceased. Final account of Charles
E. McCluskey, administrator, filed for settlement.
Sophia T. Sargent, late of Ellsworth, in said
couuty, deceased. First and final account of
Hiram L. Danico, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Edward de Veaux Morrell, late of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, deceased. First
and
final account of Louise D. Morrell, executrix
filed for settlement.
Rufus H. Emery, late of
Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Second and final account
of James R. Emery
and Hervey R. Emery,
trustees, filed for settlement.
Nathaniel H. Sowle, late of Gouldsboro,
in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Benjamin T.
Sowle,
administrator, for
lincense to
sell certain real estate of said
deceased, situated in said Gouldsboro, and
more fully described in said
petition.
Edward de Veaux Morrell, late of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, deceased. Petition filed
by Louise Drexel Morrell, executrix of the
last will and testament of said deceased, that
the amount ot the inheritance tax on the
estate of said deceased, be determined
by the
Judge of probate.
Frederic May, late of Washington, District
of Columbia, deceased.
Petition
tiled by
Eugene Goff of said Washington, praying
that the appointment ot said petitioner,
Eugene Goff, named as trustee in the last
will and testament of said deceased, be confirmed by said Court.
Nancy A. Maddocks, late of Ellsworth, in
said county,
deceased. Petition filed by
New England Equitable Insurance
Company,
a corporation
organized under the laws of
Massachusetts, ana doing business in Boston,
insaid state, that it may be discharged from
all liability for
any subsequent but not for
any prior breach of trust as surety upou the
bond given by Lynwood F. Giles, as admin°* thC eBtate of 8aid ‘Vancy A. Mad-

county, deceased.

nil

i

Ofiff

rr\
U

signature of

—*
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THE
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and which his been

William Hanscom and son of Stratton
and Irving Young of Bangor were guests

following matters having been presented foi the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered:
That
notice thereof be given to all person interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said
county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth/. on the second day of September, a.
d. 1919, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be beard thereon if they see cause.
Caroline F. Ginn, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented
by Theodore H.
Smith, the executor therein named.
Sarah E. Homer, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purport ng to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of the
executor without giving bond, presented
by
Roy R. Homer, the executor therein named.
Catherine R. Higgins, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased, A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with
petition for
prooate thereof and for the appointment of
the executor without giving bond, presented
by Ruel L. Higgins, the executor therein
named.
Amanda C. Thompson, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition tor
probate thereof and for the appointment of
the executor without giving bond, presented
by Clifford N. Thompson, the executor therein
named.
Clara Brimmer, late of Mariaville, in said
Petitiou that Charles H.
county, deceased.
Wood or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, resented by Charles C, Morrison,
a creditor of said deceased.
Laura H. Jones, late of Brooksville, in said
Petition that James H.
county, deceased.
Jones or some other suitable person be
appointed (administrator of the estate of said
deceased, without giving bond, presented byLucy W. Jones, one of the heirs-at-law of
said deceased.
Charles Page, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Roy W. Page
or some other suitable
person be appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
without giving bond, presented by Roy W.
Page, a son and heir of said deceased.
David W. Wescott, late of Castine, in said
Petition that Percy M.
county, deceased.
W escott or some other suitable person be
apadministrator of the estate of said
eceased, without giving bond, presented by
Herman M. Wescott, son and heir-at-law of
said deceased.

j

Bought,

u vi for over over 30 years, has borne the

I

Sunday evening,
Mrs. Annie Davis is visiting in Bluehill.
A REAL FLESH BUILDER.
by Mrs. Norman
Mrs. Olo Wellman of Millvale arrived
Argo-l'husphate contains phosphates such
as
all
over
the
world
are
Wilde,
Congregational church,
physicians
pre- home
Saturday.
Miss Olive Judson of New York, sister of scribing to build up all run-down, anaemic
conditions and changing thin, amende women
Miss Grace Nichols is visiting Mrs.
Mrs. Wilde, who has just returned from with toneless tissues, flabby flesh into the
most beautiful,
rosy-cheeked and plump, Horace Berry in Bangor.
France, where she was stationed much of round-formed
women imaginable.
Mrs. Augusta Perkins of Waterville is
the time during the late war as a Y.W.C.A.
NOTICE:—Dr. Frederick Jacobson says:
Argo-Phosphate builds up all run-down con- in town.
secretary and matron, gave an interesting ditions
in a few days wonderfully. Dispensed
account of her experiences. Miss Judson
L.
Aug. 18.
by E. G. Moore.
At the

You Have Always

1

work in

the

by the death of Mrs.
Lizzie Young of Otis. She was the daughter of Frank Frost of this town, and was
dearly beloved by all. She had been in
failing health for some time, but the end
came suddenly.
She leaves a husband,
one child, a father, three sisters and one
are

the grange hall,
the young ladies of

thusiasm of the young folks inspired the
“circle” to some activity, and all the
left-overs of former sales and a few new
C

J.

town.

Hbfcfitl*emcnts

COUNTY_NEWS
L.

JVIAKIAVILLE.

brother.
an

Miss Lois
Wilde, a
when asked by Miss
Helen Page
to assist in the entertainment she arranged
for this. The en-

was

way—always uniform.

The distinctive, the service store
in your neighborhood sells SUPERBA Beans, Catsup, Vegetables, Fruits, BeiTies, Teas,
and Coffee: ALL SUPERB.
Patronize him. Buy by the Case.
It’s economical!
SUPERBA on the Label.
SUPERB for your Table.

is

Bangor.
Southern Pines, N.

Thursday evening, by
the Congregational sodiety for the benefit
of the Sunday school, was so pretty and
entertaining that the young people have
consented to repeat it Aug. 19. The play

|

fluent speaker, and her charm of
of expression brought
her life “over there”
vividly to the minds of her hearers.
Aug. 18.
X.
ft

manner and gift
the incidents of

from service.
Mrs, Abbie W. Hich has opened her
for a
few
weeks. Mrs. Abbie
Ward well of East Orlaod will remain
with her until her return to the home of
her daughter in Revere, Mass,

,

is

ifSsili!

docks0*

Benjamin Thompson, late of
in
said county, deceased. Petition Mariaville.
filed oy
New
by «e’
vr,
,-uiea
I’lIlfflrtTlH
k'rm it
t.li.
T
England
Insurance
Equitable
Company,
corporation
«-.--under
uuuer
organized
w.fcaui/cu
the laws oi
me
o;
Massachusetts, and doing business in Boston
state, that it may be discharged fron
all liability for
any subsequent but not foi
any prior breach of trust as surety upon tbi
bond given by Lynwood F.
Giles, as ad
n

Turkish and Domestic Tobaccos Blended
-

•

n

__
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ministrator for the sale of real estate owned
by the estate of said Benjamin ThompBoc.£ i
Martin Alley, late of Ellsworth, in said
filed by New
county, deceased. Petition
England Equitable Insurance Company, a
corporation organized under the laws of
Massachusetts, and doing business in Boston,
in said state, that it
may be discharged from
all liability for any subsequent but not for
any prior breach of trust as surety upon the
bond given by Lynwood F. Giles, as administrator of the estate of said Martin Alley.
Sophia T. Sargent, late of Ellsworth, ia
said county, deceased.
Petition filed | by
Hiram L. Danico, administrator of the estate
of said deceased, that an order be issued to
distribute among the heirs-at*law of said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands
of said administrator on the settlement cf his
account.

Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
said Court
at
this
fifth
Ellsworth,
day of August, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
Clara E. Mullan, Acting Register.
A true copy.
Attest:—Clara E. Mullan, Acting Register.
To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in ** <1
for the county of Hancock, on the twe..ta
day of August in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen
and
the
fifth
by adjournment from
day of said Augusta, d. 1919, term of said

following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafier indicated, it is hereby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persous interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, tnat they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth on the second day of September, a. d.
1919, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon if they see cause.
William N. Means, late of Sedgwick, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
the executrix
without giving bond, presented by Lucia A. Means, the executrix
therein named.
Frances A. Swazey, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
the executors
without giving bond, presented by Charlotte R. Swazey and Frances S.
Parker, the executors therein named.
Isabel Alexander, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of the
executrix without giving bond, presented by
Sarah
Alexander, the executrix therein
named.
George W. Haynes, late of Mount Desert,

THE

***

OBIU
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UCVCHOCU.

CUUUU
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Frank K. Haynes or some other suitable perbe appointed administ ator of the estate
of said deceased, without giving bond, presented by Frank K. Haynes, sou and heir of
said deceased.
William H. Stevens, late of Gouldsboro, in
said county, deceased. Petition that William
K Bruce or some other suitable person he
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Clarence Decker, heir
of said deceased.
Martin Alley, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of Lynwood
F. Giles, administrator, filed for settlement.
Frank Maddocks, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. F.rst account of Lyuwood
F. Giles, administrator, filed for settlement.
Nancy Maddocks, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of L. F. Giles,
administrator, filed for settlement.
Addie F. Parker, late of Southwest Harbor
in said county, deceased. First and final account of Emery P. Parker, executor, filed for
settlement.
Everett T. Hale and Helen E. Hale, minors,
of Brooklin, in said county. Final account of
Herbert H. Hale, guardian, filed for settlement.
son

Witness, BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of
said Court,
at Ellsworth, this
twelfth
day of August in the year of our Lord one

thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
Clara E. Mullan, Acting Register.
A true copy.
Attest:—Clara E. Mullan, Acting Register.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock sh.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the
filth day of August, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament

A

of

ROBERT KAIGHN, late of PHILADELPHIA,
in the county of PHILADELPHIA, and
state of PENNSYLVANIA,
deceased, and of the piobate thereof in said
state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated,
having been presented to the judge of nrebate
for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
court of our said county of Han-

the^probate

Ordered, That notice thereof be given'to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper
I riuted at Ellsworth, in said couuty of Hancock, prior to the second day of September, a.
d. 1919. that they may appear at a probato
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock lu the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they nave,
aga—nst the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge oi Probate,
A true copy.
Attest: Clara E. Mullan, Acting Register
a

'tbntiBtinmu.
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IMPROVING THE
PASTURE

A STATE
PIER

When

Use

It would enable Maine shippers to sell and to buy under more
favorable conditions than at present, for transportation by water is
the most economical method of conveying products of any kind. And
shippers would have a voice in its management. Steam and sailing
v>e8sels from all other harbors on the Maine coast could make an interchange of freight at this pier without any hampering restriction*
Rail or truck shipments within the State would be expedited and
handled at lower cost than if sent through bv rail to out of state
It would be a MAINE TERMINAL in every
Port* for shipment.
way. It would NOT be dominated by Portland. THE STATE
WOULD OWN IT. A STATE COMMISSION WOULD CONTROL IT

and How This Can
Done for the Best
Results.

Be

Grade Pasturage Provides More
Feeding Capacity and Bigger
Dividends In Milk Yields.

High

cominjt

i

!

more

mute

everywhere

There

are

three

j
I

I

Cheaper Transportation

To Greater Markets
BLUEHILL

ISLAM) SCHOOLS.

FAIR

Cranberry Isles, Mt. Desert, Southwest Harbor, Tremont.

MOUNTAIN

PARK
EXHIBITION
NEXT WEEK.

HORSE

RACING,

BASEBALL

AIRPLANE

AND

OTHER

schools of the above district wilt
open Sept. 16, with the following
The

^teach-

FLIGHTS,
ATTRAC-

TIONS DAILY.

C.

Annie

attractions.

This year the big amusement feature
will be airplane flights daily. Baseball is
always a feature at this fair, with daily
games, but this year baseball rivalry in
the county is more intense than usual,
and

some

of these teams

disputing

Gibbs,

grades 7 and 8; Grace Emmons, grades 5
6; Vera Chipman, grades 3 and 4;
Marion Wentworth, grades 1 and 2.
Seal Harbor
grammar, Modeste Du bay;
primary, Alice Clough.
Otter Creek grammar, Annie
Scott; primary, Rath Oakes.

for

A. S.

Sound, Georgia Wiggin.

1

S. WitHaM,
•#. H. Allen,
Max R. Hinckley,
A.

President j
Somesville grammar, Agnes
Ward;
Vice-President mary, Ly 11a Sprague.
Treasurer
Hall Quarry, Grace Bartlett.

Witham,

Secretary

pri-

Pretty Marsh,

Adelle Carter.
Music and draw ing, Martha Palmer.

directors:

W. S. Hinckley,
E. L. Osgood,

grammar, vacant.

and

county championship honors will meet at
the fair. G od horse
racing is always
assured at Mountain park.
„TBe officers of the association thi* year
We:

Bodge;

MT. DESERT.

the attendance has increased
each year, and with increased attendance
and increased receipts, the management

bigger

grammar, Velma Teel. Primary,
lslesford primary,

MacLaughtin;

Oilman high, Evelyn
Manchester, principal; Helen Greeley, science and matheMildred
matics;
Costello,
domestic
science, Ueorge Robinson, manual training.
Mt. Desert high, George
Pickard, principal; Winifred Carroll, assistant.
Stetson schools,
Wilhelmina

automobiles,

is enabled to offer

1.

Nellie

Bluehill fair will be the big magnet
for the people of all Hancock county next
week, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
With the constantly increasing number of
The

Saunders
Morris Leach
H. S. Leach.
a. K.

SOUTHWEST HARBOB.

High, Carl Kelley, principal; Fannie
Waterman, assistant; commercial, vacant.
DEPARTMENT SUPERINTENDENTS.
Village, Addie Hodgkins, grades 7 and
Trotting horses,
Morris Leach 8; lva Walls, grades 5 and 6; Annie
Horses and colts,
Fred H. Allen Clark, grades 3 and 4; Mary Whitmore,
H. L. Leach grades 1 and 2.
Cattle, sheep, swine
A. K. Saunders
Drawing contests,
Manset grammar, Josie Farrar; primary,
E. L. Osgood Louise Johnson.
Midway,
F. N. Bowden
Superintendent of hall,
Seawall, Luetta Bridges.
Superintendent of women ’s department,
TREMONT.
Mrs.

Eliza L. Herrick.

mcamiey grammar, Maud Trask; priinary, Susie Yea ton.
Gott'a Island, Gladys
Gray.
ine racing card tor week is as follows:
Bernard grammar, Alma
Emery; priFIRST DAY.
mary, Kuth Manson.
2.40jClass.Purse, |175
Eva
Tremont,
Smith.
2.22 Class.
176 I
West Tremont, Grace Stover,
SECOND DAY.
SontL Seal Cove, Olive Austin.
2.30 Class.Purse, |175
I Center grammar, Howard Jettison; pri2.19 Class.
175
mary, Louise Heath.
THIRD DAY.
There will be a district meeting ot these
2.36 Class.w... Purse, fl75
teachers Friday, Oct. 3, at Southwest
Har«
Free-for-All Class.
175 bor.
Among the speakers will be Gov.
Trotters allowed 3 seconds over pacers. Milliken and State
Supt. Thomas.
The schedule of baseball games as it
Visual instruction will be introduced in
stands at present is as follows:
the schools ot Mt. Desert the
coming year.
Tuesday—Ellsworth vs. Bucksport.
Athletics, especially basket ball, will
Wednesday—Ellsworth vs. Bluehill.
an
play
important part in the district this
Thursday—Game not yet arranged.
year. Supt. W. E. Clark has among his
teachers an
ADMITTANCE.
experienced athletic inAdmittance to park, 50 cents. Children structor, and no doubt Northeast Harbor
and
Southwest Harbor will be heard from
under 12 years, 25 cents. Children under
free. Carriages free. Children under 12 in this line by some of the

Boys’

and Girls’

"Worden.

clubs,

County Agent

j

j

|

j

6,

strongest

teams in the eastern section.
years, free first day. Season tickets, fl.00. j
The schools are undergoing a
general
i»Automobiles 50 cents; spacious parking
overhauling preparatory
to
opening
ground prepared.
Checks will be given to persons leaving I Sept. 16.
the grounds until 12 o’clock each day.
No entrance fee being charged for stock,
produce and manufactures, each exhibitor
Flying Fish.
will be reqired to purchase bis admission
Plying fish are chiefly found along
same
as
ticket the
the general public.
the trade path of the North Atlantic.
—--
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Those in favor of any, or all, of the following proposed amendments will place a
in each, or any, of the squares marked “Yes” devoted
to the amendment, or
for which they desire to vote; those opposed will place a cross (X) in the opposite
*
squares marked “No.”

0f

of

8{,,e
cros-TT'"

amendnV-

SPECIMEN

smiar

BALLOT

YES

AMENDMENT NO. 1
“SHALL ARTICLE SEVEN OP THE CONSTITUTION RELATING
PROPOSED BY A RESOLVE OF THE LEGISLATURE?"
It
to

TO

MILITARY

IS proposed to strike out all of sections
one, two, three, four and five of Article
substitute in lieu thereof the followingi

BE

AMENDED

us
?

of the” const!.
con*<'tution and

seven

Sec. 1
AH commissioned officers of the militia shall be
appointee and commissioned by
hv the
persons as are qualified by law to hold such offices
governor, fr
Sec. 2.
u gisiaiure
The
c
legislature
shall, cy
snaii,
by law. designate the qualifications necessary for holdlne
K
the militia and
rid shall prescribe the mode of selection of officers for
COmrn*sslon
the several grades.
irrn«K-s
See. 3.
The adjutant {general shall he appointed by the governor
Hut thf» miinf inf
S^a * als"
<lu|*rter master general and paymaster general until otherwise directed
oer*
by l»u
«•
orsaniaation, armament and discipline of the militia and of
miliUry an
shall be the same a th t which is now or may hereafter be
■-'-ere
prescribed by the law* and
Slates; and It shall be the duty of the governor to Issue from time to time
th*
such orders ami
»On>‘nl*thatlon. as shall maintain the pr. sertbed standard of
mganlra
n
and dlsclpltne. and such ord.rs. regulations and means
adopted shall have the full force a
effect aV
Sec. 6.
Persons of the deno
ia*
latlons of quakrrs and shakers, justices of the
supreme
Isters of the gospel and persons exempted
r'"‘r
by the laws of the United States mav he
r.
”
P*r»..n of the age ct eighteen and under the age
*
honorably discharged, shall be so exempted mh -s he
shall pay an
by
such

p.

~

f0rniQ^eA<,u™f

thl

.fSS

nnv\i
reeiilafui. U? 'V
™-c„l,Hf

Sn3PdtSfmi^her ’V**n*K0f

*d

"1,7

*>“*■ b?0tllr,r, lable;bo1lt<i

bl flxtd

'*

law“

ludicial1f„

exempted
forty-fl^ veam" /

eq!; ,':

YES

AMENDMENT NO. 2

nec-

Improvement. First
most

of the areas,

application of lime. Fortunately
for the farmer, lime may be applied to
Is

More than 25,000,000 people can be reached through sea-coas*.
cities within 500 miles south. Also, direct steamship communication
with the important European countries will be assured.
Agricul
tural and manufactured products will thus have

n

eare

essary In pasture
In Importance, on

m

1
I
1
1)
J
p-1
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying an official
ijst
questions submitted to the electors, or a specimen ballot, five to one hundred dollars

eacn

The good pulatable grasses are
disappearing largely because the soil
has become sour, and weeds, tough
Inferior grasses, and in many cases,
moss, are taking their place.
Many
pastures will not maintain one-half
hs many animals ns they did a rrw
Observation shows that
years ago.
It requires more acres to maintain a
cow nowadays, than It did years ago
when
more
careful attention was
given to the quality of pasturage.
Pastures seemed to be considered
sort of a God given asset to the farm.
They are much neglected in spite of
lhe
fact that grasses and clovers
respond well to good treatment—
especially to lime. One way or another pastures cost the furmer because upkeep of fences
Is necessary
and Interest on Investment Is continuous.
They will not pay dividends
without

merce.

lf.\H

When farm work slackens In the
Fall after lhe corn has been husked
and the crops harvested, the farmer
will do well to apply lime
the
to
The pasture problem Is bepasture.
year.

STATE PIER project has been endorsed unanimously by
the Legislature. Also by the Governor and the
following organizations: Maine State Board of Trade, Central Labor Union of Portland, Anburn Chamber of Commerce. Bangor Chamber of Commerce.
Bath Chamber of Commerce, Lewiston Chamber of
Commerce, CMd
Orchard Board of Trade. Portland Chamber of Commerce, Rockland
City Club, Skowhegan Board of Trade. Waterville Chamber of Com

Proposed Constitutional Amendments,!? be Voted Upon September 8,
FRANK W.

to Good

Barnyard Manure
Advantage.

STATE OF MAINE

an

the pasture at any time In the year.
There is no best time.
The point Is
to get It on the land.
The most convenient time Is undoubtedly In Fah
when farm work has eased up.
At
this time lime mgy be carted and
spread with little difficulty, especially
the hydrated lime which comes In
bags and needs no slaking. Generally
roads are also good In the Full for
hauling. A ton of lltne to the acre Is
none too much, because In most cases
the soli has become very sour during
a
period of many years of heavy
grazing, and no treatment other than
the droplngs of the animals which are
never sufficient In themselves.
Very
finely pulverized lime Is especially
valuable because It Is so readily soluble and begins to correct acidity ns
soon as it Is
applied. If applied In
the Fall, Its action by Spring will have
been sufficient to create favorable
conditions for the growth of the old
plants or for the growth of new plants
springing from seed.
There must be sufficient plant food
In the soil.
To supply it, either barnyard manure or commercial fertilizers
It is true that where
may be used.
manure Is used. It
will keep the animals away for a time, but that Is an
advantage In one way at least, In that
It will give the grass an opportunity
to make a start
It will be beneficial to work up the
soli with a sharp-toothed harrow to
mil the applied material and prepare
a better soil bed for the grass seed
that should be applied.
Spring seeding Is usually best. Where the land Is
too steep to harrow, the seed should
be applied when the soli Is honeycombed by frost. It Is Important that
strong, vital seeds, free of Impurities
are used, and they should be of kinds
which will guarantee a succession of
pounds Is
pasturage. Fifteen to

twenty

application.

“SHALL THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED BY A RESOLUTION OP tup
TURE PROVIDING FOR THE CONTINUATION OF THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE TO A
ERWISE QUALIFIED TO VOTE FOR GOVERNOR. SENATORS AND REPRESENTATIVES
STATE. IN THE TOWN OR PLANTATION WHERE HIS RESIDENCE FOR SUFFRAGE
BEEN ESTABLISHED. FOR A PERIOD OF THREE MONTHS AFTER HIS
REMOVAL
HEREFROM TC
ANOTHER TOWN OR PLANTATION WITHIN THIS STATE?1’

PPBtnS*
l£ tI*
PURPOspcHi.
THERFFmI ,5

It is proposed that the following words be inserted after the word "established” in
the sixth line
of Article two of the constitution: “and he shall continue to be an elector
in such town or
the period of three months after his removal therefrom, if he continues to reside in
this
state
period;" so that said section, as amended, shall read as follows:
one

Sec.
Every male citizen of the United States of the ape of twenty-one years and
CT
jH-rsons under
guardianship, and Indians not taxed, having his residence established

seminary is established.
from the state In the

No pei

military

nor
or

sh^Mhe
re.!V
plantation

by
T

reason

V"''
V

T

■

\
or h.s
a
of
a>

l

<J"'
m.

YES

AMENDMENT NO. 3
“SHALL THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED BY RESOLUTION OF THE LEGISLATLiF
PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUING OF STATE BONDS FOR THE PU RPOSES OF BUILDING AND MAIN
TAINING PUBLIC WHARVES AND FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ADEQUATE PORT FACILITIES
V
IN THE STATE OF MAINE?”
It is

proposed first: to add the following section to Article nine of the Constitution:

™ay au thorlze the Issuing of bonds not to exceed the amount of one millk
hundred and fifty thousand dollars, payable within twenty years at a rate of Interest of
four per centum •*
annum payable semi-annually; wnich bonds shall be usued serially under the direction
of
the
governor hr
council.
The said bonds or their proceeds shall be devote, exclusively to the
and maintaining of rub
building
wharves
nd the establishment of adequate port facilities in the state of Maine.'

a-8?0- *1 .PM'-1'141?';

Second,

to add after the word “war” in the seventh line of section fourteen of article nine of
the ComLL
amended by article thirty-five the following words: ‘or for the purposes of
building and maintlimng
public wharves and for the establishment of adequate port facilities in the state of Maine'; so that the ««V"
as amended will read at follows:

tion

as

'Sec. 14.
The credit of the state s hall not be dlrectl. or indirectly loaned in any case.
The legislature
not create any debt or debts, liability or liabilities, on behalf of the state, which shall
singly, or in the urtpt'i
with previous debts and liabilities he reafter Incurred at any one time, exceed three hundred thousand dollar? xcept ror the purposes of building and maintaining of state highways, to suppress insurrection, to repel invasion
or for purposes uf wrr, or for the pur poses of building and
maintaining public wharves and for the stablishmerr
of adequate port facilities in the state of Maine: but this amendment shall not be construed to
refer to anv mone
that has been, or may be deposited v ith this state by the government
f th e United States, or to any fund
the state shall hold in trust for any 'i dlan tribe.’

YES

NO

con-

AMENDMENT NO. 4

ture wifi jirtfve satisfactory:
Timothy, 10 pounds; Kentucky blue

grass,

,,ia

onwani,

residence

however, shall be deemed to have To,th Is
service of the United States or of this state

on.

U.’

U

'such eata'hliahed^JTial1

of the United .States, or this state, shall not be considered as 'having "obtained
tag stationed In any garrison, barrack, or military place. In any town or p amatlonstudent at any seminary of learning entitle him to the right of suffrage In the town

For most
generous
ditions from Maine to Virginia, where
ltmeffias been used, tTie following mixa

of

a,' na

6; Orchard grass, 4; Meadow

Fescue, 2; Italian rye grass, 1; Red
clover, 6; Alsike elbver, 4.
Many farmers are already using this
mixture. Some add a pound each of
white clover, alfalfa, and sweet clover.
If the ground is very dry, smooth
brome grass should be substituted In
the mixture for an equivalent amount
of orchard grass and timothy.
After this treatment has been given
the pasture should not be over-stocked, nor pastured too early In Spring
or too late In Fall, because the plants
must have some opportunity to make
enough growth so that they will have
vitality to live through the winter.
And, once this treatment has been
given to a pasture and enough lime
applied to correct at least a part of
the acidity, It should be repeated from
time to time to maintain It In good
condition. The application of manure,
seed and lime should be repeated
every live yeurs, especially the application of lime.
THE SUMMER FALLOW,
The effect of summer fallowing upon
the conservation of moisture alone Is
Often
worth the trouble and expense.
alfalfa planting conies when It Is very
dry. It must have moisture, and It Is
well to conserve the moisture of the
preceding six weeks, not only because
the plants need It, but because It Is
needed In the soil processes which
change dormant forms of plant food to
active.
These processes are greatest
during July and August, when the
weather Is warm and summer fallowing promotes conditions favorable to
them. In this connection the constant
working of the soil helps to Incorporate

lime,

fertilizer, Inoculating material
and organic matter with thp soil and
secure an

even

distribution of all.

“SHALL THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED BY RESOLUTION OF THE
PROVIDING FOR AN INCREASE IN THE STATE DEBT LIMIT?”

LEGISLATURE

It is proposed to strike out after the word "exceed” in the fifth line of section fourteen of Article nine of ths
Constitution, as amended by article thirty-five the words “three hundred thousand dollars” and to insert ,n
place thereof the words ‘eight hundred thousand dollars,’ so that ths section, as amsndsd, will rsad ss W’
•Sec. 14.
The credit of the state shall not be directly or indirectly loaned in any case.
The legislature shall
not create any debt or debts, liability or liabilities, on behalf of the state, which shall singly, or
is aggregate
with previous debts and liabilities hereafter Incurred at any one time, exceed eight hundred thousand dollars,
repel -sexcept for the purposes of building and maintaining of state highways, to suppress Insurrection,
to
beea.
v as Ion, or for purposes of war; but tn is amendment shall not be construed to refer to
any money that has
*'■
or may be deposited with this state by the government of the United states. or to any fund which the
shall hold In trust for any Indian
tribe.'

AMENDMENT NO. 5
“SHALL THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED BY A RESOLUTION OF THE LEGISLATURE PROVIDING FOr. AN INCREASE IN THE AMOUNT OF STATE BONDS TO BE
ISSUED F0R
THE PURPOSE OF BUILDING STATE HIGHWAYS AND
INTRASTATE, INTERSTATE AND INTERNATIONAL BRIDGES?”
It IS proposed, first: to strike out the words “and
maintaining of,” in the sixth line of section fourteen "•
Article nine of the Constitution, as amended by article
thirty-five and to add after the word “highways' *,c‘
the sixth line of said section tha words: ‘intrastate, interstate and international
bridges,’ so thet said
tion, at amended will read at follows:

s“»JJ

Sec. 14.
The credit of the state shall not be directly or
indirectly loaned In any case. The legislature
not create any debt or debts, liability or liabilities, on behalf of the state,
which shall singly, or in the aggregate
doll
with previous debts and liabilities hereafter incurred at
any one time, exceed three hundred thousand
f
building state highways, intrastate. Interstate and international bridges. t° supp a f
insurrection, to repel Invasion or for purposes of war; but this amendment shall not be construed to refer to
«
any
deposited with this state by the government of the United States, or to
"?fy,inbetrust
which the s»4.ate shall hold
for any Indian tribe.’

ygp.1, f,°ir,of
"“’fey

ei

°<
Second: to strike out after the word "exceeding” in the first and second lines of section seventeen
«*ce°
Article nine the word two’ and to insert in place thereof the word
word
the
after
out
W; to strike
ing” in the third line of said section the word “four” end to insert in place thereof the word ‘five’i to 6t „h
in the
out in the fifth line of said section the words “and
to add after the word “highways”
maintaining";
exce
line the words ‘and intrastate, interstate and international
and to strike out after the word
^
bridges,’
section
m the aeventh line the word “two” and to insert in
place thereof the word ‘ten,’ eo that said
amended, will read as follows:
rj
in
The legislature may cut’, orfse the
•Sec. 17.
issuing of bond* not exceeding ten million dollars
any one time, payable within forty-one years, at a rate of
m Per
ind
Interest not exceeding five per ce
able semi-annually which bonds or their proceeds shall be
°?
tlis
devoted solely to the building
“fate
M
Interstate and International bridges;provided,
Issued and
bonds
that
however,
moneT
'llid
y~r*te.
sal
of
the
In
hover.
expenditure
the
aggregate, exceed ten million dollars;
KUt5?ri1sLi0^,tH1?.Kiectl0n
Bhal,lthe several counties
be
divided equitably among
of tfi<? sta*V

am°unpirfIgh

